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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

SIGNOR CREATURE
\.

I

THE MOST ECCENTRIC GENIUS
OF THE AGE.

4Employs

Most

Unusual

Means in

Justifying Him.

‘,There is probably no band master
i▪ n the world who stands in the limelight more than Sig. Guisseppe Creatore. This fiery musician from sunny Italy—Creatore is nothing more
or less than one big bundle of nerves
strung to such a tension that it
would not be a surprising fact should
the announcement be made that'an
utter collapse had come. Notwithstanding he is a man that has the
appearance of an athlete, that after
conducting numbers such as "Pagliacci," ':Carmen," "William Tell"
"Damnation of Faust" that before
he can continue further in his work.
stimulants are necessary.
A glance at his program shows
that he undertakes such an evenT's work as no other conductor in
43 country would dare attempt.
tor stands unique—alone--his
Is up to a high standard, full
:hness,of color and power,while
layingis full of expressiveness
hint. In his conducting his
may appear to be spectacular.
nest of effects are produced.
t—He is pleading to his men,
breatening, then urging, then
sl praying—then soaring to
When at the
3an heights.
the audience is almost
,ss, then a gasp, then thund'plause. Those in search of
sation may well be recomnot only to heal Creatore's
band, but to see how he conducts it.
That this wonderful conductor
and his great band are soon to be
with us is being exploited in a manner that shows great skill. No
stone is being left unturned to advise the people of the Pennyrile section that Hopkinsville is to have
the five festival concerts May 19, 20
and 21 at the tabernacle.

-*-w 89TH ANNIVERSARY
Of The Odd iFellows Will Be
\

ELOPEMENT RUDELY INTERRUPTED BY POLICEMEN.

TO CONTINUE

IS AIM OF YOST & LAFFOON FOR
Miss Edens and Mr. McCormick, Aged Fourteen And Eighteen Years Re-

brated Nest Monday Night.

N1.1**\-•

For some time past the Odd Fellows of this city have been endeavoring to secure a strong high-class
attraction which would prove something new and novel in the way of
an entertainment as a means for celebrating the eighty-ninth anniversary of the establishment of the
order in America, to be given under
their auspices in the near futare.
With this in view they finally
closed negotiations whereby they
are to secure Mr. Newton Beers, the
well known dramatic impersonator,
in his highly interesting characterization of the dramatis divertisement
entitled "David and Jonathan." This event will take place at the
44 tabernacle next Monday evening,
May 4th, and ample preparations
are being made to make this affair a
notable event. Mr. Beers has been
so long before the public in Shakesperean and other roles that he needs
little introduction to the amuseHe comes diment loving public.
to his
engagements
Boston
rect from
no
and
appearance in this city,
doubt will be greeted by a large
audience.
Everybody is invited and no admission will be charged.

SUIT FILED
Against Alleged Tobacco Buyer

By

Society of Equity.

WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky., April 28
—The Grant county board of control
of the Society of Equity has filed a
suit againet J. W. Kennedy, owner
of a store at Corinth, for $2,600 damages. The petition alleges that he
had been purchasing pooled tobacco.
Mr.Kennedy is a former representatiire from Boone county.

Cormick replied,"We wanted a log
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
ride and to see the people." 'Vie
After they thought they had safe- young
people talked a good del 1
ly passed the danger line and were about
being hungry and speaking I
well on their way to Nashville, the
they had had, one of
breakfast
where they expected to be married them said,
"If
all we had to eat had
without further trouble or delay, been
arsenic it wouldn't have hurt
Miss Jessie Edens, aged 14 years, us."
When
Mayor Meacham asked
and Dave McCormick, aged 18years, what was the
name of the would-Le
were taken into custody by Patrol- bride's
mother, he was first told
men Witherspoon and Miller when
that it was Mrs. Cindy Edens, bi t
the Dixie Flyer pulled in to the local this was
corrected with the stateL. & N. station this morning, and ment that
she had married a second
they are now being held under sur- time,and
broke in with
MissMadden
veillance, or at least the young lady "Yes, she
has been married twice
is and the young man is remaining and now she
doesn't want Jessie to
with her, until the girl's mother can marry
This is only a sample
once."
arrive. The story of the elopement is of
some of the remarks made by
one of the most romantic which has the
;young people and those who
Leen told here in a long time and it
were
listening were kept in an upwas recounted at length any in a
roar of laughter all the time.
most cheerful manner to a number
Mayor Meacham and Chief of
of officials and interested citizens
Police Roper assured the party that
this morning while the k.arty—Miss
they
would be treated with every
Minnie. Madden and Mr. A. C.
and that only Miss Edens
courtesy
Glazebrook accompaning the wouldwas under their control; that the
be bride and groom—were being
of
were free to come and go
others
held in the private office of Chief
as they saw fit. All of them iefused
Police Roper.
to leave their companion though
Miss Edens evidently did not overand
all seemed to be averse to getstate her age. She is very attractive
ting
out on the street. although one
looking, being low in stature, but
of them.did remark 'that "we must
heavy built. She is attired in a
see
the asylum before we leave."
modest dress, the skirt of which
They
were assured that this could
barely reached below her knees, and
be
They went to the Hill
arranged.
she wore a long blue coat. Mr. Mcfor
House
dinner.
Cormick is a boyish looking young
Both the young man and woman
fellow, seemingly possessed of jovial
say
they are determined to marry
disposition, which permits him to
and
if prevented this time they
always look on the bright side. Both
will run off again at the first opthe accornpaning parties are also
porti unity.
young, though they ate possibly the
seniors of the eloping couple.
According to the story as told by
Mr. McCormick, the party left the
girl's home, near Dixon, Ky., last
night about 9 o'clock. After performing her usual household duties last Creating Diorder in The Girkin And
night, Miss Ednes went into her
Darby Neighborhood.
room,ostensibly to retire,but ir.stead
she secured her clothes, which had
We are reliably informed that
already been packed, slipped out of
while
there are no Night Riders in
McCormick.
the house and met Mr.
of Girkin, and Darby in
the
vicinity
The other couple were in readiness
and the party drove sixteen miles this county that there are some
to Sebree,arriving there shorly after "night walkers" who are fixing to
midnight. They at oncc began to get themselves worked on by the
look for a place to sleep but failed to grand jury. There are said to be
secure lodging anywhere and were some boys from 15 to 20 years of age
forced to sit up all night in the depot. who are making a practice of trampThey say they were taken in charge ing through the fields at night with
at Sebree but were later released and dogs and creating a great deal of disafter eating a hasty breakfast,board- order. They fire off their pistols at
ed the Dixie Flyer, having first random, shot after shot and are said
to have fired into one man's house,
bought tickets to Nashville.
They say they were constantly the bullet lodging in the foot of the
looking out for someone to b9ard bed. On another occasion they threw
the the train and put a stop to the rocks into another house. We underelopement until they had passed stand the people of the vicinity have
Madisonville, and they were espec_ become aroused and are on the
ially fearful of that place, but no watch out for these night walkers,
to serious
one interfered and they breathed who are likely to get
t
trouble
not
give up their
if they do
easy then, thinking the trouble was
entirely passed. But upon reaching prowling.—Bowling Green Times
Hopkinsville and seeing the; forms Journal.
of the blue coated policemen loom
up in the doorway of tire train, they
knew the jig. was up. They submitted though withsut demur to the
demand of the officers and got off
the train, although Miss Edens By Early Risers This Morning.—Benaively said after reaching the police
lieved No Damage Resulted.
station: "I would have crawled under the seat if I had seen them in
time."
Several parties who claim to be
has
who
girl,
the
of
The mother
early risers say they saw frost this
married a second time and is now morning. These reports come from
Mrs. Sisk, is expected to reach here town and country alike and there
on the 6:18 train this afternoon, and was evidently a considerable amount
It is supposed will have the party re- of the white covering which is so
turn with her on the Dixie Flyer, much feared at this season of the
which passes here going north at year. It is not believed that it was
6:43. Until the mother arrives sufficient, however, to really injure
the girl will kept under police anything unless vegetation in low
supervision. The message ordering places suffered slightly. Peaches
the arrest of the young lady came are as large as the end of one's little
from the marshal at Sebree, and all finger, plums, cherries, pears and
four of the young people say that apples are also getting to be some
they don't believe Mrs. Sisk will size, while strawberries are coming
come to Hopkinsville.
nicely. A frost severe enough to kill
Judging from their conversation at the fruit after it has reached this
police headquarters. one would have stage would be a calamity indeed,
thought the party was on a pleasure to say nothing of the damage which
trip and the enforced stop here was would necessarily be done to gara part of the program. Miss Madden, dens.
dressed in white, is an unusually
pretty young lady and Mr. GlazeSeriously III.
brook is an intelligent and subtantiat looking young man. None of the
Louis Bruff, the eighteen year old
party evidenced any desire to be
reticent about the matter, Miss boy who was recently placed in jail
Edens being the one who was at all on a grand larceny charge, is quite
ill and his condition is regarded as
reserved.
Asked why they did not go to serious. It is probable that he will
Evansville, which was much closer be removed from the jail for treatand more easily reached, Mr. Me- ment.

DEFENSE, AT MURRAY.

NIGHT WALKERS

HOST REPORTED
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They Are Not •

Affidavit 1 hat

Ready For Trial.—Cases Temporaily Passed.

MURRAY, Ky., April 28.—Attor- 6
neys William H. Yost and Ruby
Laffoon, representing Jake Ellis,•
charged with night riding,presented•
their affidavit when the ease was
called this morning claiming that•
they were not ready to enter into
trial.
The commonwealth announced
ready and were anxious to go into
the case. The appearance of Yost ilk•
Laffoon for the defense surprised•
everyone.
The attorneys for the prosecution
attempted to make these attorneys
show Who had employed them.
Judge Cook granted time for the
preparing di further affidavits.
Seven other cases were called but
passed temporarily at the request
of the prosecution.
It is believed that if the case 9
against Ellis is continued that none
of the cases on the same charge will•
be tried at this term of court.
•
Clay Garland, under indictment•
for night riding, gave himself ui)•
yesterday. He was able to make•
bond immediately and was not•
placed in jail. Garland is the man
who is supposed to have crossed the•
Tennessee river after the Calloway
•
Night Riders had decided not to
41
raid Murray to tell the Trigg county
contingent that the attact was not
to be made. He is a young man and
nas A good appearance.
Ea Thompson has made bond.
4
Kelsey Kirk made bond late Satur•
day evening. There is only, one alleged Night Rider in jail, Jake Ellis.
Jake's kin.,people are very poor and
•
as he is under two or three indictments, he. has not been able to make
sufficient bond. It is believed that
he will give bond. The accused men
seemed to be in the best of spirits.
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•
•
•
•
•
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Have Stood the Test, and
Are Not in the Trust.
These machines are strong and durable
and of light draught. It will be to your
advantage to call and let us show you this
line of machinery before you buy.

•
•
•
•

The Price is Right. It is
Not Controlled by the Trust
Or if in need of a vehicle let us show you
through our stock of Fine buggies, Surreys,
Stanhopes, Phaetons, Park Wagons; Road
Wagons, etc. We can show you the 13( st
selected line in Western Kentucky
Look to us for Hardware, Garden Seed,
Paints, Oils, Ranges, Fertilizera, Woven
Wire Fence, H arress and Saddles.

• F. A. Yost Co.
••
Incorporated.

•
•
•
•
•
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•
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STANLEY RENOMINATED
Without Opposition

as

Democratic

Congressman to Succeed Himself.
HENDERSON, Ky., April 28.—
The Second Congressional Democratic committee met here yesterday afternoon at 1 o'clock and declared Congressman A. 0. Stanley
the nominee to succeed himself. R.
B. Bradley, of Madisonville, presided at the meeting. Congressman
Stanley had no opposition.

NEGRO CONFESSED
That He Had Been Hired to Eurn a
Store.

-**H-4--1-1-
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Bank of Hopkinsville
Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $35,000.00
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DEPOSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY

3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates t
of Deposit
HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. McPH ERSON, Asst. Cashier

(0**H-

I-1-14 H- (0

14-1-
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NASHVILLE, Tenn., April 28.—
Recently :the storehouse of J. A.
Lacefleld, at Morton's Mille, Tenn.,
was burned. Lacefield had received
letters signed "Night Riders,"
threatening to burn his property.
Bloodhounds were placed on the
trail and a negro was run down, who
confessed he burned the store and
received $60 for the job. Sensational developments are expected.

OLD CITIZEN DIES

First

UNITED STATES
DEPOSITARY
The Only National Bank in This Community

Nationa

Capital
Surplus.

$75,000.00
$25,000.00

Stockholders Liability $75,000.00

Bank

Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., April 28.
—Mr. Jack Hunter, one of the oldGEO. C. LONG, President.
est citizens in the Fredonia neighTHOS. W. LONG, Cashier
borhood, died at his home near Fretiopkinsville, Ky
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
Mr Hunter was eighty-six
donia.
s•-•49444-4444-+-e-a-41S+++44.4.4
years old and had been a resident of
this county for many years. Five
years ago his wife was burned to
death and he received serious burns
from which he never entirely reDENTIST.
covered. Two children, Sam Hun(Successor to Dr. R. R. Bourne.)
ter and Mrs. Will Adkins, survive
of
a
member
Was
the
MaHe
him.
South Main St. Cumb.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky WHO No. 434Phone
402.
sonic lodge and a good man who was
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
highly respected by all who Knew
ci EL ses sie Cip
hita.
The Kind Yon Hare Always iugh
Bears filo
OR.RING'S NEW DISCOVERY
Interment was in the Davidson
Signature
ground.
burying
Will Surely Step DM Gaily

cr...WorEales
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spectively, Of Near Dixon, Ky., Were Stopped Here This Morning.

Directing His Men But Results

•
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Hunter Wood & SOP

DR. E. M. CRUTCHFIELD

Attorneys-at-Law.

4,11110000-
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WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.

.

APPALLING LOSS Rheumatism' WERE AT DEPOT

rt, crc
iliA.JAJLL6.1
CAMP BY HUMORS 111 THE BLOOD

I have found a tried and teste4ii cure for RhenUnceasing Work Keeps Us
huttism I Not a remedy that will straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor tutu bony
Strong and Healthy.
growths back to flesh again. That is impossible,
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs of
All the blood in the body passes
DETAIL FROM CO. D. WAS READY
disease.
OF BOTH LIFE AND PROPERTY this deplorable
In Germany—witlq a Chemist in the City of
through the kidneys once every
Darmstadt—I found the last ingredient with
TO ENTRAIN
CAUSED BY FRIDAY'S STORM
three minutes. The kidneys flIter
which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Reined., was made
a perfected, dependable prescriptiosl. Without
the blood. They work night ad
that last ingredient. I successfully treated many,
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands, through
miny cases of Rheumatism;but now,atlast. it uni.
day. When healthy they remove
forrely cures all curable cases of this heretofore
which
an evaporation is going on continually, day and night. This is
much dreaded disease. Those band-like granular
about 500 grains of impure matter
seem to dissolve But Orders Were Countermanded At nature's method of regulating the
Blood
Rheumatic
found
in
wastes,
temperature of our bodies, and predaily, when unhealthy some part of Killed Number 350, The Sufferers and pass away under the action of this remedy as
water.
pure
added
to
when
sugar
serving
the
does
natural
freely
as
appearance
of
the skin. These pores and glands
Last Minute—Camp Will
this impure matter is left in the
Being Mostly Negroes.- Andthen, wben dissolved, these poisonous wastee
are
connected
with
tiny
veins and arteries through which they receive,
freely pass from the system, and the cause of
blood. This brings on many disBe Established.
Rheumatism is gone forever. There is now no
Homeless.
Thousands
from
the
blood,
the
necessary
nourishment and strength to preserve
symptoms—pain
in
longer
the
with.
,
eases and
real need—no actual excuse to suffer
and in ocatidecice recommend
sell,
We
help.
out
their
healthy
condition,
and
enable them to perform this duty.
back, headache, nervousness, hot,
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free from
dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gravel,
eruption or disease, but when the circulation becomes infected with /
disorders of the eyesight and hear(From Monday's Daily.)
ORLEANS, La., April 27.—
NEW
acids and humors its nourishing and healthful properties are lost, and
ing, dizziness, irregular hear:, dedeath, misery and ruin
Unexpected orders were received its acrid, humor-laden condition
bility, drowsiness, dropsy, deposits The totals of
causes irritation and inflammation of
here this morning for a detail of the delicate
four southern states by
in
caused
in the urine, etc. But if you keep
tissues and fibres of the pores and glands, and the effect is,
men from Co. D., to be in readiness shown in
tornadoes came to hand tothe filters right you will have no Friday's
FOWLER.
Eczema,
ANDERSON
&
Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some other distressing,
to take the 11:20 train over the Illiday in approximately correct form.
trouble with your kidneys.
disfiguring
skin
disease.
)Incorporated)
nois Central, presumably for Padustated they are:
II1Mrs. W. I. Bailey, living on East Briefly
These
humors
get into the
cah or Murray although no informaKilled, about 860.
Greenville St., Madisonville, Ky.,
blood
ECZEMA FORTY YEARS.
through
a
deranged
or inactive
o
lei y
nt B
wa
asssegtitvae do
Itijnred painfully or seriously,
says: "It is four years since I recondition of the system. Those
I want to tell you the great
and acting
good
I received from the use of
commended Doan's Kidney Pills 1,200.
members
HALF
whose
duty
it
is
to collect
Homeless several thousand.
First Sergeant J. W. Smith hustled
S. S. S. I am now 75 years old
through our papers, and my conand expel the refuse matter of the
'about and got thirteen of the men
and had suffered with Eczema
Towns reporting serious wreckage
fidence in them during the time
body
fail
to
properly
do
their
work,
for
forty years, and could find
London
Stolen
After
Mail
Bags
From
together
and
the entire party of fifwhich has elapsed has not been 46.
nothing to cure me until I tried
and
this
surplus
or
waste
matter
is
houses
teen were at the depot when the
Habitations and business
Reaching New York.
S. S. S. I suffered intensely
shattered in the least, but to the
left in the system to sour and fercomplete ruins in these
practically
i
train
pulled
in,
all
of
them
being
in
with the itching and burning;
contrary, I learned more about them
ment and be absorbed into the
pustules would form from
!heavy
towns,
2,500.
marching
order.
After
the
and can recommend them even
There are also certain
which there flowed a sticky
LONDON, April 27.—The London train was in, the orders were coun- blood.
The above figures do not include
more strongly. I said at that time
fluid;
cruets would come on the
other
that
humors
which get into the
wreckage on plantations or postal authorities have learned
termanded and the soldiers marched
skin, and when scratched of,
that Mr. Bailey had suffered
ith the
el of which ware two bags of mail from this city con- back to the armory. Maj. G. W. blood from without. The juice or
the skin was left as raw as a
kidney complaint off and on tor a farms, hundred
piece of beef. I suffered agony
damaged. The number taming securities and other valua- I Albrecht is still here but he would milk from poisonous plants, such
or
struck
number of years, and had used althe long rears I was afflicted,
be known ac- bles worth 500,000 were stolen inNew have nothing to say about any mili- as poison oak, poison ivy, nettle
never
dead
will
of
most every known remedy for this
but when I used S. S. S.Ifound
rash, etc. enters through the open
reason that about York the latter part of last month. tary matters.
a perfect cure. There has
trouble but nothing brough, per- curately, for the
negroes and they According to the reports received i It is reported that Gen. Roger pores of the skin and takes root in
never been kny return of the
manentresults. He finally learned 300 of them were
destinedi
the
bags
was
here,
one
of
trouble.
the
blood.
communities
C. H.EVANS.
This
causes
a
many
breaking
in
buried
Williams is to leave Murray this
of Doan's Kidney Pills and got a were
Stockholm,
Neb.
Louis
and
was
shipped
by
i
St.
for
being made
week and to come through to Hop- out which remains for a time and
box. They benefited him in every without careful records
While some of the Majestic, which arrived in New kinsville on horseback, investigating then disappears, but returns at
their
numbers.
of
way, more so than all the other
giving apparently York on March 27;the other,destined conditions as he comes.
certain seasons of each year.
kidney medicines he had ever tried. the first reports
by
the
Brooklyn,
was
shipped
for
provA regular army camp is to) be esThe cause of all skin troubles can be traced to some kind of humor
He has used them many times dur- reliable death lists have since
arrived
Philadelphia,
which
steamer
remote
nevertheless
untrue,
ed
tablished
at
in
the
Murray,
theLtents
blood. Smooth, healthy skins are only possible where the circuand
ing the past four years, and they
have never: failed to give him re- places which were late in reporting in New York March 27. Both bags other equipmem having already lation is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can only
lief from these severe attacks. I their dead have served to hold the disappeared in transit between the been ordered from Frankfort. Other come through a
thorough cleansing of this vital fluid. Salves, washes,
have used Doan's Kidney Pills mysteamer and the postoffice. It is stat- similar camps may be established as lotions, etc., are valuable only for their ability to
uniformly
around
death
list
total
keep the skin clean,
self for a weakened condition of the
kidneys and they proved just as sat- 350. The manner in which this ed that they were handed over to these are much more flexible when allay the itching, and tend to reduce inflammation; they cannot corre-isfactory in my case. We both death list has grown for two days in the mail boats and receipted for. a move is to be made than where the trouble because they do not reach the blood.
think there is no remedy like Doan's spite of continual subtractions from Efforts have been made to keep the houses have to be depended upon for
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of every character and kind, becaw
Kidney Pills."
theft a secret while the investigation shelter.
melancholy
'early
has
been
a
reports,
purifies the blood. It goes down into the circulation and remove
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, index of the interstate scope of :the has been going on.
humors that are causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid t
New York, sole agents for the disaster.
Cures Blood Poison, Cancer Ulcers,
and completely c
Why
United States. Rember the name-Eczema, Carbuncles, Etc. MedEczema,
Acne, 7
Doan's—and take no other.
have a tortip liver when Herbine,
icine Free.
The mother who would be horri- the only liver regulator will help
Salt Rheum, P
fied at trie thought of letting her you? There is no reason why you
Oak, Poison Iv3
Robert Ward, Mtsxey's, Ga., says:
daughter wander away to a strange should suffer from dyspepsia, cOnall eruptions an
country without guide or counsel, stipation, chills and fever, or any "I suffered from blood poison, my
liver complaints, when Herbine will head, face and shoulders were one
eases
of the
yet permits her to enter that un- cure you. F. C. Waite, Westville,
When S. S. St
Twa Boys Who Threw Rocks as a known land of womanhood without Fla., writes: "I was sick for a mass of corruption, aches in bones
•
• driven the
hum('
counsel or caution. Then, in utter month with chills and fever, and af- and joints, burning, itching, scabuy
Joke Made to Pay.
am
taking
two
bottles
of
Herbine
ter
blood,
the
and
all
run
skin,
was
down
and
discourignorance, the maiden must meet
and healthy." Sold by L. A. aged, but Botanic Blood Balm cured
well
and cleansed
physical problems whose solution Johnson & Co.
'
me
perfectly,
healed
all
the
sores
heated circ
Dr.
life.
future
whole
will effect her
4.
•
(Prom Saturday's Dailvl
,
and
gave
my
skin
the
rich
glow
of
every
symptom
passes
away,
the
skin
is
again
nourished u,
0
.4000
Pierce's Favorite Prescription has
0111
In the county court yesterday
l health. Blood Balm put new life healthful blood, and comfort is given to disease-tortured skins.
been well named a "God-send to woafternoon Elbridge Vinson and John
into my blood and new ambition inSpecial book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free.
men." It corrects irregularities and
Russell were fined $25 each and the
(
to
my
brain."
Geo.
A.
Williams,
S. S. S. is for sale at all drug stores.
imparts such vigorous vitality to the
costs in the case, orqa breach of the
Roxbury, face covered with pimTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
delicate womanly organs, as fits
ples, chronic sore on back of head,
peace charge, it being alleged that
functions.
important
them for their
By Unknown Incendiary in Mason suppurating swelling on neck, eating
they had thrown rocks at J. B•
ulcer on leg, bone pains, itching
Many a nervous, hysterical, peevish
Sherrill last Saturday night.
County.
skin cured perfectly by Botanic
girl has been changed to a happy
Sherrill said that as he was walkBlood Balm—sores all healed. Boyoung woman after the use of •`Fatanic Blood Balm cures all maliging through a field on his way home
vorite Prescription" has established
nant
blood
from a neighbors, the boys threw at
Corrected Jan. 13,1908
MAYSVILLE, Ky., April 27.— scabs and troubles, such as eczema, Time Card.
scales, pimples, running
the sound health of the organs pehim and threatened him if he would
in
their
work
again
Incendiaries got
sores, carbuncles, scrofula, etc. EsSOUTH'
NORTH.
culiarly feminine.
come out into the road. The boys
pecially
advised
in
Mason
county.
The
large
barn
for
all
obstinate
Not a pa,t9iit medicine but the
No. 52 St. Louis Express ..10:16 am No. Si St. T.ouis Express....6:19 p
admitted that they threw rocks in
on the farm of Alfred Peed, between cases that have reached the second No. 64 St. Louis Fast
10:06 p m No 63 St. I ouis Fast Mall..5:37 a
Dr.
Prescription"
of
"Favorite
or third stage. Ienproves the digesthe direction of Sherrill but claimMayslick
and
this
city,
was
destroyand
New
Nb.93 Chic ago and New
Chicago
No.
92
tion; strengthens weak kidneys.
Pierce, a specialist in the diseases of
Orleans Limited
11:50 p mger
Limited
am
,
Orleans
6.
09
ed that they were not attempting to
ed,
and
about
an
hour
afterwards
1
Druggists, $1. -To prove it cures,
women. Of known composition
Hopkinsville
Accom.7:06'a
m
Hopkineville
Accom.8:66
p
m
Nc.
66
'o.
66
hit him but merely wanted to scare
the barn on the farm . of 'Squire J.!sample of Blood Balm sent free and
without alcohol or other dangerous
9
.
37
a
m
543pmn
No.
96
91
No.
him and see him run, which they
Draymonds, about a mile south of prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co.,
stimulants, the active medicinal
west.
all
points
connect
at
St.
Lis
for
62
and
51
Nos.
Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble and
claimed he did. Judge Prowse gave
the Peed farm' was burned.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as ,fara south a
free medical advice sent in sealed
principles of Golden Seal and Lady's
the jury peremptory instructions to
Draymonds
barn
The
contained
a
Erin
and foriLouisville, Cincinnati and the east.
letter.
Cohosh
root,
Slipper root, of Black
Nos.
63 and 65 make direct conrsection at Guthrie for Louisvill.), Cin
discretion
their
a
fine
in
assess
finely-bred young horse, the properUnicorn root and Blue Cohosh root
Nos. 53 anp 65 also connect wri
and
all points north and east thereof
cinnati
against the boys.
are extracted from each by the use ty of A. J. iloyd, of this city, and a
for Memphis and way points.
of chemically pure, triple-refined lot of harness, farming implements
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to points
glycerine.
UP
DO YOU GET
and hay were lost.
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to !..tlanta, Macon,Jacksonville, St. Augustine
These fires were in the same
For Alleged Night Riders and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connect.
Attorneys
WITH A LAME BACK?
neighborhood as the Walter MatJ. C. HOOE, Agt.
Guthrie for points east and west
Cannot Prepare Cases Now.
thews and Miss Lizzie P2rry fires,
indney Trouble Makes You Miserable.
of recent date, and have so worked
Almost everybody who reads the newsthe people up that they have bePrinceton, Ky., April 27.—The
tapers is sure to know of the wonderful
, cures made by Dr. Morning Newspaper Goes Into Hands come afraid to go to sleep for fear Hon. Ward Headley, of this city,
SwampPt Kilmer's
of being burned to death.
and Yost & Laffoon, of Madisonville,
of Heceiver,
Root, the great kidThis
morning
Mr.
Peed
sent
to
have been engaged by the defendney, liver and blad,
and
Lexington
secured
several
i ants in the Night Rider cases at
der remedy.
TIME CARD. .
PADUCAH, Ky., Ayril 27—James bloodhounds to try and rub down : Murray. They have mailed an af. It is the great meki.
, real triumph of the E. Wilhelm, president of the Regis- the person who is making good fidavit to Circuit Judge Cook,asking
Effective March 25th, 1908
,ii nineteenth century ; ter Newspaper company made an headway in his attempt to rid the , for a continuance on the ground
eacrisi
ccoi%e-enrted cafrtersevar
u' d
ofiss
NORTH BOUND.
assignment to Cecil Reed. The act Mavslick precinct of all its valuable'that they have other engagements
scientific
no
have
time
to
ai
d
prepare
the
and Evansville, Accom.,leave 6:00 a. in.
Paducah-Cairo,
3321
No
numerous
account
of
The last two barns burned
by Dr. Kilmer, the was forced on
halms.
'4
i1•20 a. m.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express
............
eminent kidney and debts and liabilities which the c an- make four that have been destroyed cases for t-ial. Mr Headley left this
'4
afternoon
for
,
Clarendon,
Ark.,
8:16 p. m
Limited,
Chicago-Nashville
26
bladder specialist, and is wonderfully pany is unable to pay off. The as- in two weeks in a radius of two , where he is engaged in a murder
BOUND.
SOUTH
successful in promptly curing lame back,
642 a. m.
publica- miles. The loss is heavy, with small trial
25,- Nashville-Chicago, Limited
uric acid, catarrh of the bladder and signment recites that the
4
6:26 p. m.
Express,
arrives
Paducah-Louisville
Evansville
206,
Bright's Disease, which is the worst tion of both the Daily and W4kly insurance.
i
Mail,
3.60 p. m.
,
Evansville-Nashville
321
_
form of kidney trouble.
Register shall be made until Mr.
I Weak women get prompt and lastLimited carries free reclining chair cars and buffet
Nashville-Chicago
recis
not
Swamp-Root
Kilmer's
Dr.
A Twenty Year Sentence
lug help by using Dr. Shoop's Night sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 25 and 26 make;local stops between
Reed can sell the plant. Afterwards
ommended for everything but if you have
Cure. These soothing, healing, antwenty"1
have just completed a
J.B. MALLON, Agt
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be the indebtedness of the company is year health sentence, imposed by ! tiseptic suppositories, with full in- Nashville and Princeton.
has
assets
If
the
need.
as
you
as
far
remedy
discharged,
to
be
found just the
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, w hich • formation how to proceed are inter- _
been tested in so many ways, in hospital will permit.
Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
cured me of bleeding piles just twen- estingly told of in my nook "No. 4
HEALTHY PLANTS
work and in private practice, and has
For Women." The book and strictpublication
Thos Stenton, postmaster of
the
Mr.
that
said
Reed
Mr.
ago,"
years
writes
ty
0.
S.
Wool-'
that
a
case
every
in
successful
proved so
ever, of LeRaysville, N. Y. Buck- IY confidential medical advice is en- Pontypool, Ont., writes: "For the
the itlest Careful Attention na
special arrangement has t .en made by 3f both issues of the paper would be len's Arnica Salve heals the worst tirely free. Simply write Dr. Shoop past eight yeers I suffered from Require Well aa Good Soil.
paper,
who
have
days
made. In the course of a few
which all readers of this
sores, boils, burns, wounds and cuts Racine, Wis., for my book No. 4 rheumatic pains, and during that
1--,sebush
Did you ever ;ee
trot already tried it, may have a sample he will draw up a list of the liabili- in the shortest time. 25c at Cook & Sold by
Anderson-Fowler.
time I used many different lini- despite. the mos, ten( :1 nt environment
bcttle sent free by mail, also a book tell- ties and assets of the company and Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy.
Incorporated.
ments and remedies for the cure of of
szInshine—and of atruo,--,)heri),
ing more about Swamp-Root, ann how to
prone‘
to acLieve a haaltbi
summer
I
—seemed
Last
rheumatism.
find outif you have kidney or bladder trou- then set a date for the sale of the
gro wth.
Chamberlain's
bottle
of
a
cured
Afforus Pertect Security.
ble. When writing mention reading this plant.
A ton of manure will not help a rls- i•
Pain, anywhere, can be quickly Pain Balm and got more relief from
generous offer in this paper and send your
Foley's Honey and Tar affords stopped by one Dr. Shoop's Pink it than anything I have ever used, '.hat has a canker eating out its heart.
address to Dr. Kilmer
You must destroy the cause bet te yoj
perfect security from pneumonia Pain Tablets Pain always means and cheefully recommend this liniPlenty of Trouble
rern. o.'e the effect.
& Co., Binghamton,
and consumption; as it cures the congestion—nunnatural bloo I prep- ment to all sufferers from rheumatic
liver
the
of
stagnation
by
caused
is
regular
You
The
cannot cure no-.4ruff end BaldN. Y.
most obstinate coughs and colds. sure. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain Tablets pains." For sale by Anderson-Fowners iw rubbing or. bah- lotions. and
and bowels. To get rid of it and the Ave have never known a single in- simply coax congested blood away ler Drug Co. incorporated
fifty-cent and onerubbing in yaseline. etc.
dollar size bottles are Home of Swamp-Root. headache and biliousness and the stance of a clId resulting in pneu- from pain center. These Tablets—
take
jaundice,
You must look to the cause Of the
brings
that
poison
make
Don't
druggists.
sold by all good
monia after l'oley's Honey and Tar, known by druggists as Dr. Shoop's
The soothing spray of Ely's Liquid trouhle—It's a germ at the roots of
any mistake, but remember the name, Dr. King's New Life Pills, the reli- had been taken. L. A. Johnson & Headache Tablets—simply equalize
tour hair which causes it to fall out.
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, able purifiers that do the work with Co.
the blood circulation and that pain Cream Balm used in an atomizer. is
Newbro's
destroys the germ,
and the address, Bingliatutpn, N. Y., on out grinding or griping. 25c at Cook
I always departs in 20 minutes. 20 an unspeakable relief to sufferers end healthyTrernielde
hoir
sure reeult.
is
the
Pharmacy.
Cook's
& Higgins and
every bottle.
An Insidious Danger.
Tablets 25cents. Write Dr. Shoop.
Sold '
,v 1-,a1ince drurgists. Semi 100. in
Some
of
them
desCatarrh.
from
ats--•
••••flin fn Tbp T-TprnIrlde CO
One of the worst features of kidney Racine, Wis., for free package.
Many Women Praise This Remedy. trouble is that it is an insidious dis- Sold by—Anderson & Fowler. Incor- scribe it as a Godsend, and no wonThe thick, foul discharge is Two sizes-50 cents as 31.00.
der.
ease and before the victim realizes porcted.
his danger he may have a fatal maldislodged and the patient breathes Sold by R. C. ,tardwick, Spe. Agt
DENTIST.
If you have pains in the back, ady. Take Foley's Kidney Remedy
freely, perhaps for the first time in
Urinary,Bladder or Kidney trouble, at the first sign of trouble as it corSTORAGE
ROOM
fo
C:0 ra.
('Snecessor to Dr, R. R. Bourne.)
weeks. Liquid Cream Balm conand want a certain, pleasant herb rects irregularities and prevents
The
Eina You Have ;Owns Bolo
healing,
purifying
elethe
Sears
the
all
tains
disease
and
Apply
to
William.
Bright's
rent.
diabetes. L.
Office No. 434 South Main St. Cumb. cure for woman's ills, try Mother
A. Johnson & Co.
Phone 402.
ments of the solid form,and it never Signaisure
I son St Armstrong.
Gray's Australian Leaf. It is a safe
cif
Za4 ,
1‘
tiOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKN.
fails to satisfy. Sold by all druggists
and never-failing regulator. At
Phones,'Cumb.66-2
for 75c, including spraying tube, or
4:741. fr
Iher
ind You Hai 41Alwly: Roue'
Druggists or by mail 50 cts. Sample titan the
mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren St„ CLECTRIC THEBESTFOR
Home 1032
laucklen's Arnica Salve package FREE. Address, The Nsnesart,
BILIOUSNESS
eodl
New York.
Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
Iwo BITTERS AND KIDNEYS-

Their

Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy

MILLION Los, tiontio, , eountusiltsapn

FINED $25 EACH

PURELY VEGETABLE

Two BARNS BURNED

I

Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad

ASK CONTINUANCE.

REGISTER ASSIGNS

Illinois Central Railroad

DR. E. M. CRUTCH FIELD,

The Best Salve In The World.
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CUT OFF FINGERS
DID CONVICTS

RATHER

THAN

WORK IN THE SHOPS

George Chinn, Formerly Warden of
Frankfort Penitentiary Makes
A

Sensational Charges.
I'Sgs

WHICH PROVIDES FOR A TRANSFER OF CASES ON TRIAL.

Thought This Will Prove Sufficient to
Carry Cases to Other Counties
For Hearing.

Is the joy of the household, for withoot
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and hauls
Angels smile at and commend ti•
thoughts and aspirations of the motbet
bending over the cradle. The ordeal throLoch
JAMES SULLINGER OF CRITTENwhich the expectant mother must pass, howDEN COUNTY KILLED
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of childHad Left Home With a Large Sum of birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
Money With Which to Carry
the parts, and assists nature in
Out a Trade.
its sublime work. By its aid
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in perfect safety and without pain:
SMITHLAND, Ky., April 27.— Sold at St.00 per bottle by druggists. Our book
The body of James Sullinger, a well- of priceless value to all women sent free. Address
known resident of Crittenden coun- IIIRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Allman, aa
ty, who lived near Irma, was found
in an old cistern at a dilapidated
and abandoned farm place on the
road leading to Lola, in Livingston
county. Sullinger had left home
with $5,000 in cash on his person, to
expend at Lola for cattle.
He disappeared and a search was
made for him with the result that
his body was found as stated. When
found the money which Sullinger
had left home with was gone, but
there were no marks about his person to indicate any foul play.
However, it was clear that he had
met a foul death for there was a big
stone about his neck to hold the
body under water. Sullinger was
about 67 years old and a man of fam"There is better sleep by night and
ily. There is no clue to how or by
whom he was murdered and robbed.
better cheer by day in the family

VOICE

FRANKFORT,Ky., April 25.—A
solution of the trouble in the tobacco
districts of the State where the Night
Riders have been active is offered
under section 1112 of the Kentucky
statutes, which allows the trial
Judge to remove the case from the
county in which the indictments
were found to some other county ill
the State where a fair trial may be
had. It is probable that if conviction are not obtained in Calloway
county, after all the indictments
which have been returned, an effort
will be made to have the cases transferred from Calloway,and the othar
counties where the Night Riders
have been active to some county entirely removed:would be made provides for the ptocedure in case a
state of lawlessness exists and is as
follows.
"Section 1112—removal from county in state of Lawlessness—expense
paid by county.—Whenever any
judge shall be satisfied from his own
A Common Mistake.
knowledge, and from the written
Many women mistake kidney and
statement of the commonwealth's bladder troubles for some irregulariAttorney, that such a state of law- ty peculiar to the sex: Foley's Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities
lessness exists in any county that and makes women well. Miss Carthe officers will be prevented from rze Harden, Bowling Green, Ky.,
discharging ttjeir duty, or the ju- writes: "I suffered much pain from
THIS
REPUBLICANS
HELG BY THE
rors be deterred from rendering an kidney and bladder trouble until I
started to use Foley's Kidney Remimpartial verdict, he may order the edy. The first bottle gave me great
\ AFTERNOON.
prosecution removed to some other relief, find after taking the second
county in which a fair trial cau be bottle I was entirely well." L. A.
held; and the fiscal court of the Johnson ez Co.
The Fairbanks Delegation Ran Away county from which such removal is
made shall allcw and pay the cos
With Taft Forces at First But
thereof out of the county levy."
Latter Came Back.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
This Morning at Her Home at Sinkby local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the
ing Fork.
ear. There is only one way to cure
(From Saturday's Daily)
deafness, and that is by constituAlthough seemingly outnumber- tional remedies. Deafness is caused
(From Monday's Daily)
ing two to one, the Fairbanks foi- by an inflamed condition of the muMrs. James Sadler, aged seventy1 Avers overrun the Taft ferces ,this cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
you
inflamed
is
tube
thirt
When
three years, died this morning at
afternoon and railroaded through
have a rumbling round or imperfect 8 o'clock at her home near Sinking
candidate.
their
an instruction for
hearing, and when it is entirely
"One Touch of Nature Makes the
Following this the Taft forces or- closed, deafness is the result, and Fork. Her demise was caused by a
Whole World Kin."
•
ganized, appointed delegates and in- unless the inflammation can be taken complication of diseases, from
out and this tube restored to its which she had suffered for a long
fat
big
a
finds
rooster
a
• When
structed for Taft.
normal condition, hearing will be
'worm he calls all the hens in the
The circuit courtroom was packed destroyed forever; nine cases out of time. She is survived by her husA
farm yard to-tome and share it.
the Fair- ten are caused by catarrh, which is band and three children.
similar trait of human nature is to with a hot, yelling crowd.
be observed when a man discovers banks forces lining up to the right nothing but an inflamed condition
something exceptionally good—he and the Taft followtrs on the left of the mucous surfaces.
Indigestion
We will give One Hundred Dollars
wants all his friends and neighbors and in the balcony. So. numerous
heartburn,
companions,
its
with
by
(caused
deafness
of
for any case
fo share the benefits of his discovery.
liver, conthe
of
torpidity
flatulence,
they
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
This is :.the touch of nature that were the Taft people that as
heart,
the
of
palpitation
stipation,
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirmakes the whole world kin. This were countedj they passed out.
nerother
and
headache
blood,
poor
explains why people who have been
When the tellers announced the culars, free.
foul
skin,
sallow
symptoms,
vous
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Cured by Chamberlain's Cough count it stood 969 to 530 in favor of
legion
a
and
offensive
breath
•fongue,
Toledo, Ohio.
Remedy write letters to the manuot other ailments, is at once the
Sold by druggists, 76c.
for publication, that Fairbanks. On this E. B. Long was
facturers
most widespread and destructive
confor
Pills
Family
Glass'
Hall's
Take
W.
E.
and
chairman
others similarly ailing may also use elected
among the American peoMalady
t and obtain relief. Behind every secretary. The resolutions declar- stipation.
Herbine treatment will
The
ple.
ne of these letters is a warm heart- ing for Fairbanks were read and the
these
troubles. 50c bottle.
all
cure
'd wish of the writer to be of use to
& Co.
Johnson
A.
L.
by
Sold
itomeone else. This remedy is for convention adjourned.
The Taft forces then oiganized by
!kale by Anderson Fowler Drug Co
HEEDS WARNING.
incorporated
electing J.M. Starling chairman and
Phil H. Brown secretar,, and in1
HARRODSBURG, Ky., April 27.
structed for Taft.
Is The Association In Western Dis—J. L. Tobin a prominent farmer
The Taft forces were struck
Ewing.
Mr
Says
trict
4 warning that he must
received
sudspeechless for a while by the
give up a negro tenant and employ
denness with which they were overto
when
come
did
they
but
Citizens Bring About Agreement and run
"You may say that I come back white labor. He will obey the warnthemselves hot speeches were made. from the western district very much ing.
Cumberland Telephone Co. ReSeveral weeks ago the house occuOne speaker said the steal of the pleased with the outlook. The prosby the negro was burned and
opens Exchange'
pied
even
worse
was
people
Fairbanks
pect for the association are the best
than the Music Hall convention in they could possibly be and we are Mr. Tobin had just built another.
'gaining s rengtl every ay.
The Cumberland Telephone com- Louisville.
Ask For Allen's Foot-Ease. a Powder.
This statement was Made to The
matThe
town.
leave
pany will not
lie Got What lie'Needed
Tobacco Planter by Mr. F. G. Ew'ter was adjusted at a conference of
"Nine years ago it looked as if my
It makes walking easy. Cures
!citizens held with Mr. Katterjohn, time.had come," says Mr. C. Farth- ing, general manager of the Plantirepresenting the company, Monday ing, orMill Creek. Incl. Ter. "I was ers Protective association, who has Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails,
!morning. The city council and tele- so run don.that life hung on a very just retttrned from a trip from the Swollen and Sweating feet. At all
Mr. Druggists and Shoe Stores, 26c.
!phone company were both"standing slender thread, It was then my western portion of Kentucky.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
Electric
Bitdruggist
recomni€n4ed
pat' and the city council wishes to tels. I bought a bott1 and I got Ewing was gone for about a week FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted,
be understood as not yielding as what I needed—strength.
cad one and in that time he visited Paducah, LeRoy, N. Y.
Bit- Mayfield, Murray, Barlow, Key!!, ,r
'much as an eyelash to the telephone foot in the grave, but Elect
Alkf
Wrib
ri.‘11;Lh
it
on
put
turf
ters
back
the
again,
of
entreaty
urgent
and La Center, and in all these
company. At the
•;
been
ever
I've
well
Sol•
and
since."
citizens and business men, however, under guarantee at Cook ik Higgins p-/aces he found conditions satisas could be expected.
the city council made concessions to drug store and Cook's Pharmacy 60c. fact
t,:takaR'S
were
citizens
the entire section known
the
Through
them by which
HAIR BALSAM
(!;,1
a noes! Rud bi,ant.firA tle ualr.
,
c'1
ase," he found the
as "The Pu
, permitted to treat with the telephone
i"J'r..1w
, ool L !,:xuriant growth
rails to nentore Gray
Nover
association gainiuIg round steadily
, company on their own responsibility
-1 Lair to 1'4 Youtafta Color.
diotitoe• & h:.1a
oralp
Ou:ea
'11 soon be
the
district
and
the council merely agreeing to ac..Up:WM
(.0c.and 1 _If,'at.
practically solidly organ d.—The
quiesce to any contract entered into
by the parties. The committee of Makes a Statement Regarding The Tobacco. Planter.
citizens and the telephone people
Sheriff's Case.
were not long in coming to terms
Oood Judgment
and the telephone has been reinstatis the essential characteristic of men
ed.—Providence Enterprise.
I have little to say at present, and and women. Invaluable to good
that is that the law required Mr. business men and necessary to
Don't Put Off
A woman shows good
Smith to make his bond on or before housewives.
for tomorrow what you can do today. the 1st day of March; and that Mr. judgement when she buys White's Draughon gives contracts, backed by chain
Cream Vermifuge for her baby. The of 30 Colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and IS
If you put off buying a bottle of Balattorney
or
attorneys,
his
best worm medicine ever offered to years' success, to secure positions under
Smith,
that
when
Liniment,
lard's Snow
reasonable conditions or refund tuition.
pain comes you won't have any, buy friend or friends, relatives or any mothers. Many indeed are the senDratighon's cornrn
expressing
write,
who
mothers,
sible
a bottle today. A positive cure for one pretendinK to represent Mr.
petitors, by not
health
accepting hit
rheumatism, burns, cuts, sprains, Smith, did not present or pretend to their gratitude for the good
of their children, which they owe to proposition, concede that he teaches mom
contracted muscles, etc. T. S. GraBookkeeping In THREE months than they
ham, Prairie, Grove, Ark., writes: present any bond required under the the use of White's Cream Venni- do in SIX. Draughon can convince YOU.
'I wish to thank you for the good law, or any bond of any description fuge. Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
cent of
gePnests
rr
results I received from Snow Lini- whatsoever to me as county judge or
CourtReporters
ment. It positively cured me of as a private citizen until after I had
Real Estate.
write the system of Shorthand Draughon
rheumatism after others had failed.
teaches, because they know It is THE BEST.
Mr.
Smith
removed
from
and
office
Sold by L. A. Johnson & o.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
List your property for sale with Learn
named his successor, namely at 1:10
Telegraphy?" which explain all, call
agents.
Wood & Wood real estate
311 or write JNo. F. DRAUGHON,Prealdellt
p. m. o'clock March0.11, 1908, and Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
any statements to the contrary are and 14-2.
ft.d-w
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
absolutely false. If time and my
MI else Oielb BY AWL)
duties permit, I may make a statex
iC,
1
*1
(Incorporated)
C7
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
the near future as to my
The Kind You Have Aiwys 840
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 p ment in
Bears the
PADUCAH, NASEIVILLE,
ni. Office, Main St., over Kress' reasons for removing Mr. Smith.
sessuis
EVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS.
Store, Hopkinsville, Ky.
CHARLES 0. PROWE.

FRANKFOrtT, Ky., April 25.—
Charges of gross and inhuman cruelty to the convicts in the Frankfort
penitentiary, and the direct statement that tho punishment inflicted
was so severe that several of the
qi donvicts cut off their fingers rather
(bin work in the shops, are made in
--isOatement given out here by George
Chian, formerly warden of the penitentiary. In this statement, which
is 4in reply to the charges mad
against him by the prison commisskin when he was removed from offlee. Mr. Chinn charges that the
•
'varison contractors are really in
Atharge of the prison, and that their
foiemen run the shops and direct
this infliction of punishment. Mr.
Ciiinn further charges that one man,
at least, who is employed as a guard
in the prison, is also employed by
the Hoge-Montgomery company,
wilich has the contract to work the
wen. Charges that the prison physician put men on the sick list who
were unable to make a full day's
labor, so that the contractors would
not have to pay but 26 cents a day
ler their services, when they actually were employed at their regular
tasks, are also made in Mr. Chinn's
scatement.
1Mr. Chinn charges that the men
14 the prison were whipped on their
bitre skin with a leather strap, so
ade that the edges were sharp and
liould lacerate the flesh of the man
being whipped. He says he was removed because he stopped this Inhuman whipping of the prisoners
and because he would not punish
the men as the contractors wanted
them punished. He says he found
the strap covered with blood, and
when he returned from his trip west
be found that nine prisoners had
been given a total of 180 lashes.

•

LAW DISCOVERED BODY IN A WELL BABY'S

Women Who Wear Well.
It is astonishing how great a change a
few years of married life often make in
the appearance and disposition of many
women. The freshness, the charm, the
brilliance vanish like the bloom from a
peach which" is rudely handled. The
matron is only a dint ihadow, a faint echo
of the charming maiden. There are two
reasons for this change, ignorance and
neglect. Few young women appreciate
the shock to the system through the
change which comes with marriage and
motherhood. Many neglect to deal with
the unpleasant pelvic drains and weaknesses which too often come with marriage and motherhogd, not understanding
that this secret dralli is robbing the cheek
of its freshness and the form of its
fairness.
As surely as the general health suffers
When there is de •gement of the health
organs, so surely
of the delicate vvoma
wh•
tablished in
se organs ar
o • e witness
heal • the ce n O •
earlv
come
d
to the act in
,million women have found health and
happiness in the use of Dr, Rierce's Favorite Prescription. It makes weak wornon strong and sick women well. Ingredients on label—contains no alcohol or
harmful habit - forming drugs. Made
wholly of those native, American, medicinal roots most highly recommended by
leading medical authorities of all the several schools of practice for the cure of
woman's peculiar ailments.
For nursing mothers,or for those brokendown in health by too frequent bearing of
children, also for the expectant mothers,
to prepare the system for the coming of
baby and making its advent easy and
almost painless, there is no medicine quite
30 good as "Favorite Prescription." It
:an do no harm in any condition of the
system. It is a most potent invigorating
tonic and strengthening nervine nicely
adapted to woman's delicate system by a
physician of large experience in the treatment of woman's peculiar ailments.
Dr. Pierce may be consulted by letter
free of charge. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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MOTHER'S
FRIEND

A Cure for Insomnia
whose head has a a savings account
in this bank."

TWO CONVENTIONS
••=1•II

We Will Give Yu That
Good Feeling.

MID

MRS. SADLER DIED

Amm••11111b.- AO.

IN FINE SHAPE

MUDDLE SETTLED

I

JUDGE HOWSE

GOOD --

,
.011

OSITION

BOOKKEEPING

SHORTHAND

DR. H. C. BEAZLEY

DRAUGHON'S

Specialist.

1.2ztuf

A-va.

ItItakes just a dollar to start and we
will pay you three per cent interest
on your deposits. Open Saturday
imo evenings for benefit of wage earners

L

Commercial 86 Savings lank,

•

Men's
Negligee
Shirts

There's so much comfort in a good Negligee Shirt
that men are grateful for the season to wear them.
It's an excellent line of soft shirts we are offering
our trade this Aeason.

No Better Shirts
Are Made
The materials are unusually good and' are cut by
expert shirt makers. Plain white, neat stripe,
choice:figures;rmany new styles, regular or coat
styles, separate or:attached cuffs.

Prices 50c, $1, $1.50, $2, $2.50

J.T.Wall

Co

Crowing Over
Our Grain
and feed would be foolish if it were
not justified. But livestock owners
who have traded with us will tell
you w do not praise our feed too
highly or even enough. If others
find them so good for their stock yo
will find them equally so for yours
Try them and see.

Monarch Grain Co.1
(Incorporated.)

6

'
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Proposals

•oo

12•00
10.00

.00

Here are Suits and Spring Coats that Mr. Man will feel perfectly at home with. Garments in styles and fabrics to be
proud of. We know hundreds of men will buy them later on,
but just to speed the selling, these low prices.
Four patterns in men's finest grey stripe, all wool Worsted
Suits, newest patterns and styles, all sizes,
our best selling $17.50 Suits.
Leap Year Proposal Price
Two patterns in men's fancy gray stripe and fancy
soft finish Worsteds, our regular $15.00
sellers.
0
1
Leap Year Proposal Price
Outing Suits-Two patterns in two piece Outing Suits, gray
and brown stripes, our regular $16.50 and
$15.00 sellers.
Leap. Year Proposal Price
Outing Suits-One pattern all sizes beautiful quality grey
stripe, two piece suits, they are are our regular $12.50 sellers.
Leap Year Proposal Price
Magnificent quality brown stripe two-piece outing suits, the
very newest of all woolentreatix. Wortio
$20. They're marked $17

SUIT Proposals

Your Affinity

•

1111._ -Amt.

.c stngs. worth 1.25
%ice

18 inch fancy black Suitings, worth 75c
Leap Year Proposal price

48 inch black fancy crepe Suitings, worth 1.75
Leap Year Proposal price

50 inch Copenhagen blue stripe Suitings, worth
$1.25, Leap Year Proposal price

50 inch tan and gray panama weaves suiting,
worth 1.50, Leap Year proposal price

50 inch brown shodow stripe Suitings, worth 1.35
Leap Year proposal price

4

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.15
49c
7

So much of fabric beauty, so much of reliability, so much to
choose from and so much real value for little money, is decidedly pleasing. Only the low prices need an explanation, the
other features are always evident at this store, In regard to
the prices, we merely have determined to undersell our own
lowest prices and we are.

Is Succeptible to These

Everybody

4 ;nch black
Skirts of,graegful swing and sway, skirts of '
-3nle
it should be. Styled,
13 rp-nrnnobinc,Q etrai

Are Engaging

Waist Proposals
You can accept t vo, three or six of these
without any fear of
waist prnosals of
---N-nise suit,*
-mos, or LI
bistamN)

These Skirt Proposals

C

All $35.00 Lad. Tailored Suits $22.50
66
66
20.00
30.00 44
66
66
66
17.50
25.00 66
t6
66
61
13.75
20.00 66
66
66
11.00
15.00 66
66
66
66
66
10.00
13.50

Can't Reject These

Finest quality satin lined covert jackets, new
styles, worth 10.00. It will pay
you to lay one away for fall.
Go at

7.49
6.75

Black Taffeta Silk Jackets, applique and braid
trimmed, a beautiful garment
worth 12.50
Go at

At regular prices these suits -would have
more to commend them than any you will encounter elsewhere. Styled along the latest
and best New York and Paris lines, perfect in
fitting qualities, wortity of fabric,, superbly
tailored by men tailors, you would buy them
on sight even though their price was several
dollars more for each.

The Catch of the Season

\

Sale Begins Saturday, May 2nd.
You'll Consider These Jackets

One can search and research, but they'll find
no prettier jackets nor a greater diversity of
snappy, appealing styles, nor jackets that fit
so well or become with so dressy and trim an
effect; you'll consider one of them your affinity. Now turn to the prices.

Sale Begins Saturday,May 2nd.

Some Men Will Accept

S

. We
new in Leap Year Proposals. Something new in sales. Scores of proposals to our patrons of most acceptable savings. The tables are turned
als have long been laughed and
reversed the Leap Year Proposal subject. Going into the proposing business for a month on .our own account. Leap Year propos
have HING
OMET
new seriousness and importance. And we will have them in over 100 varieties.
joked about but now we are going to make some that will be considered with a
All this month, beginning Saturday, May 2nd, aad lasting one month, we will present proposals of rare savings proposals that the many needs the new season necessitates be supplied NOW and HERE at a considerable saving.
We will not mince matters. We will weigh the attractions of our proposals carefully and calculatingly. For rejections are not in our line. Every one of our proporsals will be worthy of the utmost consideration and respect and each
will be most acceptable for a practical monetary reason.
But our cteed is a creed of deeds. Our Leap Year proposals speak for themselves. This announcement lists scores
of them a visit to the store will reveal as many more. We trust you will give us your deserved consideration.

,171114$7000100PIPMArfilIMPPr"'''''

J.

No,*

85

60c

55c

$1.00

/

Half

1-4 Off

The more

One-Fourth Off

they are good
Odd Pants-150 pairs of Pants left from suits,
a pair
styles and the best of materials, worth $3.00 to $5.00
anywhere.
Leap Year Proposal Price

Men's Odd Pants Offered You at
FOURTH OFF

$5.00

May 19, 20 and 21, under the combined
management of the Union Tabernacle
company and the Elks' club, the. greatest
music,11 event ever held West of Louisville, will be held in Hopkinsville. Creatore and his famous band of sixty pieces
will lead a chorus of 650 cultured voices,
trained by Prof. Mayo, whose reputation
as a leader ia known throughout the entire South. There will be five performances—one the night of may 19th, one the
afternoon and night of May 20th, one the
afternoon of May 21st, and then the grand
final performance the night of May 21.
Reserve seats for all night performances
will be One Dollar each, none will be sold
for less. We propose to give reserve seat
tickets to any and all of these performances absolutely free. Here's the plan:
Beginning right now, and continuing to
and including May 21st at 6 o'clock p.
m.—we will give to every cash purchaser
of Ten Dollars worth or more, a reserve
seat ticket to the May Music Festival that
will be good for any performance—you
may take your Choice of the afternoons or
nights. Last year near five thousand
people attended the May Music Festival
and paid for their -seats, and every one
went away delighted. This year many
more will attend, and we offer everybody
the opportunity to get a ticket abiolutely
free. Buy Ten Dollars worth from us in
any department, or you may combine
your purchases in all the departments, but
you must spend Ten Dollars at one visit to
the store. Remember, we began giving
away tickets Saturday, April 26th, and
will continue to do so every day to the
last day of the festival. Better begin
early, you may want a ticket for the whole
family. You may get as many as you
want if you come often enough. Below
find partial list of the attractions for the
May Music Festival:
Creatore and his band of SIXTY-FIVE
pieces; Trained Festival Choruses, under
direction of Prof. George Randall Mayo,
adults 300 voices, children's chorus 500
voices; Festival Vocal Soloists: Madame
Joanna Barili, Prima Donna Soprano,
Ello May Bassett Gregory, Mezzo-Soprano; Thomas C. Barr, Tenor; Peter J.
Schlicht, Barotone; Festival Instrumental Soloists: Signori Demotris, Sportelli,
Rossi, Errico, Manzi and Pallaria.

May Music Festival!

Miraf

Mirage, that new silk, entirely different
fe
- $1 from any other fabric, and wears much
longer, worth 1.35, at 1.00 a yard.

Taffeta, 69

Best 30 inch Black Taffeta Silk, heavy good quality and worth 1.00. Leap
year proposal price 69c a yard

ties and their low prices.

And even if you don't you will convince yourself that you do
when you come within the influence of these charming quali-

Silks

"You Need Us," Says the

Lonsdale Cambric, worth 15c
Leap year proposal price

The very best Brown Domestic, 4 yards weighs
a pound, Leap year proposal price

Finest Bleached Domestic, worth 12 1-2c,
Leap'year proposal price

I OC

2
12IC

721 c
9c
422c
• 10c,

75 pieces new patterns in A. F. C. Ginghams, worth
15c, Leap Year proposal priee
100 pieces finest linen finish Chambrays, all colors,
worth 12 1-2c. Leap year proposal price
Best Bleached Domestic, worth 10c,
Leap year propos.al price

The buying question, the saving question. Right now when
every one needs white and colored wash fabrics, few will reject
our proposal to save money and obtain choice from the largest
most complete and prettiest assortment in town.

POP THE QUESTION

Free Tickets
TO THE

THE WASH FABRICS

/

See Flan elsewhere in this issue

MAY FESTIVAL

To The

•
(FREE TICKETS

$4.00/ \

Splendid quality Taffeta silk petticoats, wide
fullness, worth 5.00, guaranteed,
At

The celebrated Elite skirt, finest panania, i11
colors, 4 styles,the most beautifully tailored skirt in America, at... 5•00

•••=1•1•110111••11Mlbe

The Proud

25

HOSIERY

25c

I9c

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
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Get receipt for your railroad ticket, bring it
to us, spend $15.00, and we'll pay your railroad fare up to 26 miles. Spend $25.00 and we
will pay your,fare up to 60 miles, both ways

RAILROAD FARES FREE!

shoppers within a radius of fifty miles of Hopkinsvillo. Here is the plan.
We are members of the Hopkinsville Merchants Association and we propose to pay railroad fares for
your railroad fares up to 25 miles. Buy $25 from us and we will refund
Get a receipt for your ticket from your agent, bring it to us and on purchase of $15 we will refund deparlments. Fares refunded both ways
ot our
your fares up to 50 miles. No restriction to this, bring your receipt and it wilt be good in alt

75c

10 dozen Ladies 16 button length
silk gloves, white only, worth 1.35,
all sizes, Leap Year Proposal Price

Long Silk Gloves 75c

The Gloves Cannot
be Ignored

I 5.00

Very elegant Longeree Dresses, suit
able for party or graduating dresses, pink and white
From $10 to
$

Beautiful Longeree Dresses, elaborately trimmed with lace, worth
$10 anywhere, we price
them at
$7.00

With These
Londeree Proposals

YouWill LINGER

40 doz misses and children's finest
imported full regular hose, tan or
black, the finest quality we have
seen for many summers
Leap Year Proposal Price

Misses Hose
Beautiful Quality.

Leap Year Proposal Price

Ladies fine gauze Lisle Hose, tan
wnodrtbhlam
a
cc
k, beautiful quality and

35c Hose 19c

Would Divorce You
From a little Money

THE

1-4 Off

30 beautiful pattern hats, many of
thorn our original patterns that were
so much admired at our opening
Worth $6 to $15, at

Price low.!leg is not necessary to
sell our baba. Their stylishness, becomingness, tastiness are traits
much sought after by the most partionlAr dreswera. Still the millinery
hail joined hands with the other deretrtments and savings are in order
for the month.

Isn't Above Saving
Proposals

Millinery

..
. ,4,-4/Ings, worth 50c
4,..t.f(it fanc).
4 Leap,Yeartrroposal price

Proposal of

$3.00
$3.50,

ices.

Good quality black Voile Skirts, three Taffeta
folds, full cut
Go at

auu SO are the

';engaging lot,. indeed,

th
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Beg
Sale

Get receipt for your railroad ticket, bring it
to us, spend $15.00 and we'll pay your railroad
fare up to 26 miles, Spend $26.00 and we'll
pay your fare up to 60 miles both ways.

RAILROAD FARES FREE!

HatPrice

Last Season's Suits at

3 for 25c

3 for 4.25

for 2.75

Cassimere
Last Season's Suits-75 Men's finest worsted and
kind but
Suits carried from last season; not all sizes of every
id%
your size is in the lot; worth $12.50 to $20
Leap Year Proposal Price

f

19c

$1 Shirts, 75c

25 dozen Men's fine Madras Shirts
new spring patterns, spendid values at $1. Leap Year Proposal Price 75c
150 dozen Men's finest Madras, Pongee and Chambray Shirts,
plain or pleated bosoms,coat or regular cut 2
cuffs on or off, Leap Year Proposal Price..
$2
50 dozen shirts imported Woven Madras, made to retail at
makers,
cut from our own materials, made by the best shirt
Leap Year Proposal Price $1.50 each
Or .
Madras,
40 dozen men's finest Wash Ties, splendid quality
real 25c values
Leap Year Proposal Price
for Men's fine silk finish Suspenders, worth 35c, Leap
Year Proposal Price 19c

Also Have a Good Proposition.

The Men's Furnishings

See plan elsewhere on this page

MAY FESTIVAL

To the

_ you.

1s.

Fisk, Clark & Flagg's finest all linen tailored
waists, worth 5.00
At
Beautiful quality lace waists, Ecru, made over
China Silk
At
Dozens of styles of ladies Wash Waists, beau
tifully trimmed.
At 50c to

that's t eefity o
ft
you accePt the bett

Free Transportation Offer

Extra thick 6 foot wide
Linoleum at

6 Foot Linoleum

Best all wool Ingrain Carpets, ten
patterns, Lowell extra supers,
worth 76c
Leap Year Proposal

Lowell Carpets

80 yards red and tan figure,
worth The, at

226 yds Carpet and Border, Persian
Pattern, Tan and Red,.65c
worth 86c at
46 yds Blue Persian Carpet
UUU
worth 86c, at
50 yds Tan Carpet worth 86c eg,.
UUU
at
66 yds Green Hall and Stair en,.
UUU
worth 86c
60 yds Tan,Red and Green Per- en,,
UUt;
sten, worth 86c, at

Brussels Carpets

34 yds carpet and border, Blue
ground and Persian pat- cm,
U Uti
terns, worth $1.25 at
68 yds Carpet and Border en„
U U
worth $1.26 at
72 yds Carpet and Border, 7E„
Green &Brown, wth $1.10.. 1 UU
100 yds Carpet and Border Red
ground and Pink Roses, 7n„
1 UU
worth $1.10 at.
101 yds Green with Pink
Roses, worth $1.10 at
104 Hall and Stair, Green with nn„
Oak figure, worth $1.16.....uut;

Velvet Carpets

69c

23 yards Axminster, red and
pink, worth 1.26, at
60 yds carpet and border, tan 0
and green Savonerrie, wth 1.60W

Axminister, en,
30 yds. Green
UUU
w rth $1.00 at
(
86 yd .Tan Axminister Carpet 0c„
nd Border, worth $1.26 at. UUU
46 y s. Green Axminister. CarUUU
et, worth $1.26 at
109 yds.Red and Tan Savonerrie,
'with border, worth $1.50 I a
00
at
te yds. Red and Tan Axmins- en,
%JUL;
ter, worth $1,26 at
?- 7 yards Red Axminster, wth. en„
U Uti
1.26, at

you in.

We are going to quit handling carpets in the piece. Rugs have almost
displaced carpets and our space is
too valuable to handle anything that
don't sell every day during the week
Below we give list of patterns and
number of yards in each. Look
them over. The price will bring

Your Feet!

Coverings Are at

Even the Floor

FREE TICKETS

.00

•
',cap t ear r-rupustu
atm quality gliey shadow cheek
Young Men's Suits—
Lworsted suits for young men, worth $15.00( $
anywhere.
Leap Year Proposal Price

111.•
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UNEXPECTED DEATH THE TOBACCO WORM

c
4

V. L. Oates

E. C. Gray

OF FRANK BUCKNER SADDENS WILL BE. INVESTIGATED
THIS SUMMER
MANY FRIENDS

1
;, Gray8bGates
t .,.,. . . .‘.1 v

1
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Proprietors
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Eclipse
Stable.

LIVERY,FEED and

Hopldnsville,

C

BOARDING

-

C

4

Kentncky

Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street
Home 1107
Cumh.146,
Phones,
Ores.a.virmt."Imitr4r-a-c.)-irs.4uvra.a..

3

Edison
•
Phonographs

This is an invitation to everyone
who reads it to come to our store
and hear the new Edison Phonograph, the nne with the big horn.
This Phonograph is bigger, better
and has a finer finish tjian any of the
other models. We will hold an impromptu concert any time you cornnto the store.

JAS. H. SKARRY
Jeweler and Optician
15 East 9th St
,

Or. R. L. Bradley,

Veterinary Surgeon,
araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col

lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Castration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very special surgical oper
ations fnr ta cure of Spavins and
String:halt. Neurotomy for the:cure
of lameness in Navicnlar diseases.
Office at,Gray dc Gates livery stable,
East,Ninth street, near L. & N. depot. Telephone 145.
ALL Cam's bvs:letter for telephon
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY

Hunter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, -

Kentucky

kilLtirakailrik11311r#6111LV CP.'
IL>, 11qt...sink&

1I Wood 86 Wood
A W Wood

Hunter Wood, Jr i

Real Estate
Agents

NE M ERA.
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New
Garde0Seed!
Two Packages
for
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HOLLOWELL DAMAGE SUIT
RESULTS IN A MISTRIAL

AGAIN

By Government Expert Morgan In An
End Came Yesterday Afternoon At
Effort To Find a Means of ExJackson, Miss.—Had Been III
terminating This Pest.
Only a Few Days.

Incorporated

OF SOUTH KENTUCKY CONVEN-

Federal Judge Evans Says That the Case Will Be

TION MAY 25-27.

Tried Again In May and Orders That the
Jury Be Selected From Louisville.
Session Will be Held at Mayfield.- Arrangements Outlined and

said there was no question that the
Large Crowd Expected.
plaintiffs had been whipped, and
since there was no evidence that
men called on horseback, he preOn May 25-27-1908 our south KenExtensive experiments by the busumed that they were whipped by tucky convention meets in annual
(From Friday's Daily)
reau of entpnology of the United
neighbors. He said while the de-' session.
The sad and unexpected news of States government will be made at
'tense had introduced witnesses to
With present prospects it promthe deatb at Jackson, Miss., of Mr, Guthrie, Clarksville, Russellville
prove the plaintiffs' reputation bad, ises to be one of the most enthusiFrank W. Buckner was conveyed and Hopkinsville this spring and
equal'y as good looking witnesses astic and profitable conventions
late yesterday afternoon in a tele- summer to determine whether or
testified that the plaintiffs' char- ever held in south Kentucky.
gram to his father 'Squire S. G. not the tobacco Nrorm is susceptible
acters were good. He referred to
The fond hope is entertained that
Buckner.
to lead arsenate when he is given all
Price Hollowell. son of the plain- a fine delegation will come from all
Wednesday morning a letter was he can eat of this toothsome dainty.
tiffs, who identified some of ;he de- parts of south Kentucky, ar.d many
received which stated that Mr.
The experiments will be conductfendants
24.—After
and told .the story of the visitors from all parts of the state,
PADUCAH, Ky., April
Buckner had been taken ill while in ducted by Mr. A. C. Morgan, of the
raid.
deliberating six hours, with two
inasmuch
ai matters of great
Mobile, but that he had been brought bureau of entymology who had
uge Evans said he was astonish- moment, in which we are all muthours' intermission for supper, the
home and placed in a sanitarium charge of experiments of a somefederal jury in the Hollowell dam- edjtlidat the raiders had not whipped ually interested, will come up for
and his condition was not regarded what similar nature last year in this
age case was excused at 10 o'clock the boy, as men .who in the night our prayerful consideration; and no
That afternoon Dr. H. section, and who was engaged in a
as serious.
last night until 8:30 o'clock this time call defenseless people from one interested in our missionary
H. Wallace received a telegram four year crusade against the Meximorning, not having been able to/their beds are capable of whipping a work in Kentucky can affird to stay
fr,An Mrs. Buckner asking him to can boll weevil in Texas before coinsmall boy. Tne plaintiffs swore they away. if he can possibly help it.
reach an agreement.
come at once and he left that night. ing to Kentucky and Tennessee. At
Mary
recognized the defendants.
one
for
cases,
are
two
There
It
The place where the convention is
Yesterday morning another tele- Guthrie Mr. Morgan will maintain
Hollowell and the other for Robert would be easy for them to recognize to be held is the beautiful city of
gram was received stating that Mr. experimont stations on the farms of
Hollowell, each asking for $50,000 all who came within range of their Mayfield, Graves county, in the new
Buckner's condition was much Mr. Watkins Northington, Mr.
damages from the same defendants vision if they were neighbors and and beautiful house of worship just
worse and hope had been abandon- Robert Lester, Mr. James S. Lineon account of an alleged Night Rid- relatives, he said. The defendants completed, and stands ready to be
ed. Acting on this Mrs. S. G. Buck- baugh and Mr. William Ware. Exer outrage on the morning of May 2, swore with particular positiveness occupied.
ner left at once for her son's bedside periments will be made which will
1907. There are twenty-eight de- to the very hour that they were elseThe time is Monday May 26 at
but he died at 3:40 in the afternoon, determine most positively whether
fendants and each one of the de- where on that occasion and each de- 8 p.m., Wednesday May 27, final
while she was not due to reach him or not the tobacco warm thrives on
fendants offered a separate alibi, so fendant was corroborated by two adjournment to take place Wednesuntil this morning.
lead arsenate or whether he turns that the jury has a great deal of ev- witnesses equal positive.
He said day night.
Mr. Buckner's wide circle of over and dies as he should when he
to thresh over, as some de- he had taken unusually copious
deuce
The itime to be taken in going,
friends here will learn with much makes a few meals off of this deadly
exonerated,
even
notes
of
may
be
the
fendants
evidence and he soon staying and coming home is not too
sorrow of his death. Born and poison.
should the general verdict be in fa- found that he could anticipate what much for any one to take from rereared in Hopkinsville, Mr. BuckLead arsenate will, if it proves vor of the plaintiffs.
witnesses were going to swear to; gular work.
ner enjoyed the confidence, esteem fatal to the tobacoo worm, probably
Judge
charge
to
the
jury,
that
they were at home and two
In his
To all who send their names to
and friendship of everyone. He take the place of paris green almost Evans said night riding has been members of the family were awakSherman
B. Moore at Mayfield,
was in the insurance business in generally in this section.
Certain thoroughly discussed and that it ened by the shots and got up and homes will be provided free.
which he had scored a distinct elements of paris green under gener- would be a waste of time for him to saw the defendant was at home and
No more :hospitable people live
success. He left here several years ally existing conditions is very in- deal with the subject generally. He went to bed again.
any
where than in Mayfield and if
ago and went to New Orleans where jurious to tobacco plants. It is necyou send names in time, you can
he remained for sonfe time, later essary to mix lime with parts green
count
on having a good home while
going to Jackson, Miss., where he when applying it to plants, and in a
there.
established his headquarters as great many cases this is also very
This will be one of the most
Hyomei's Aromatic Air is Guaranteed
special agent and adjuster for the harmful to tobacco. In seeking to
pleasant
features of the convention.
To Cure Catarrh or Cost Nothing.
Georgia Home Fire Insurance corn- determine whether or not lead arseIs Filed Against the Madisonville
To. all who bring with them a
pan y.
nate will have any effect on the toHustler.
certificate, from the railroad agent
He was forty six years of age. He bacco worm, Mr. Morgan is attemptHyomei is a nature's true cure for
at
the starting point, and who have
was a member of the Baptist church ing to find a substitute for parts
catarrh. There is no stomach dosVILLE, Ky., April 2E%
MADISON
purchased a full fare ticket going'to
and a consecrated Christian, he hav- green which will not work this ining in using IIyomei, no more than
in the circuit court
-Suit
was
filed
Mayfield, a fare of one third plus
ing been especially active in Sunday jury to the plant. For this reason
there is when you go to the mounThursday by John Hall against the
25
cents only, will be charged on reSchool work. He was also a member the experiments will be conducted
tains or the sea shore to get relic
Publishing company for
Hustler
turning home, provided as many as
ci in the tobacco district
of the Masonic lodge and
from lung trouole.
this year.
$5,000 damages for libel growing, out
one hundred holding certificates athis membership here.
When using the Hyomei treatMr. Morgan will make his head- of a publication in the semi-weekly
tcnd. Bear this in mind.
A few years ago Mr. Buckner was quarters in Clarksville, but will
ment, the air you breathe is like
19C8.
February
25,
Hustler of
We must according to recent rulmarried at Shelbyville, Tenn., his make frequent trips to Guthrie,
tint- on the mountains high above
The article referred, among other
ings, have as many as one hundred
wife being a Miss Bates, of that city. where he can observe the effect of
sea level where the pine woods fill
things referred to the plaint4ff as
holding certificates and (if we fail to
Two children blessed this uption, the poison on the worm and on the
the air with aromatic healing that
charge
of
arrested
on
a
having been
have them, we fail to get the reducboth of th 3M being still in infancy. tobacco as well.
gives health and strength to those
murder, and in writing of him in
tion returning home. This is iinThese survive him.
•
suffering from diseases of the respirconnection with said charge, plaintportant.
The details of the funeral have not
That languid, lifele- feeling that
atory
Breathed
organs.
throne.)
maliciously
iff alleges, did wilfully,
This convention, will in all proyet been announced and it is not comes with spring and early sumthe neat pocket inhaler that comes
concernand
publish
of
falsely
and
bability,
be our last south Kentucky
known whether the body will be mer, can be quickly changed to a
with every outfit, the healing balfeeling of buoyancy and energy by ing the plaintiff the following false.
convention, as it is more than likely
brought here for interment or not.
the judicious use of Dr. Shoop's Re- slanderous, libelous and defamatory sams of Hyomei reach the most re- thatithe whole state will unite into
storative.
and Hall mote air cells of the throat, nose and one great missionary convention.
The Restorative is a genuine tonic matter, to-wit: "Morgan
Receives Congratulations.
lungs, destroying all catarrhal germs
(speaking of plaintiff, John Hall)
This consumation will be hailed
You will soon receive the congrat- to tired, run down nerves, and but a
and giving quick relief and cure.
weeks
affew,
doses
is
needed
to
satisfy
apprehended
several
the
were
with
great enthusiasm.
ulations of your friends upon your
Hyoniei has performed almost
I am sure from the great brotherimproved appearance if you will user that Dr. Shoop's Restorative is ter their escape and were given penmirac4hlous cures of catarrh, often
take Foley's Kidney Remedy, as it actually reaching that tired spot. itentiary sentences."
hood of Kentucky from Pike county
The
indoor
life
of
winter
nearly
alrestoring
r
health in chronic coses
tones up the system and imparts
Plaintiff says that as a matter of
on the extreme east to Fulton 3ounways
leads
to
sluggish
bowels,
and
new life and vigor. Foley's Kidney
that had given up all hope of recov, was a charge of murd
ty on the extreme west, and from
Remedy cures backache, nervous to sluggish circulation in general. fact there
Its best action is at the start of
ery.
The
customary
lack
of
exercise
and
says,
as
the
he
manslaughter,
but
or
the one side to the other.
exhaustion and all forms of kidney
and bladder trouble. Commence outdoor air ties up the liver, stag- records will show, he was net sen- the disease, when the breathe is beLet every one who possibly can
taking it today. L. A. Johnson & nates the kidneys, and oftthnes tenced to the penitentiary, but was coming offensive and when dis- come to Mayfield, May 25-27.
weakens the Heart's aetion. Use Dr.
Co.
All aboard for Mayfield.
Shoop's Restorative a few weeks acquitted upon peremptory instruc- charges from the nose, droppings in
the
throat
and
frequent
sneezing
or
W.J. EUDSPETH,
and all will be changed. A few days tions of the court, and that he was
Corresponding secretary,
test will tell you tbat you are using
spasmodic
coughing
begin
to
make
and is innocent of the crime charged
Hopkinsville, Ky.
the
right
remedy.
You
will
easily
symptom
life
a
burden.
At
the
first
The Kind You Have Always Butign
rles.71 the
and surely note, the change from against him.
of catarrhal trouble, use Hyomei
aignature
day to day. Sold by AndersonUpon the whole he feels that he
The "pure food law" is designed by
and
see how quickly you get relief
of
Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated.
sum
of
the
damaged
in
been
has
the government to protect the public
and cure.
$5,000 and asks judgment for that
from injurious ingredients in both
The complete outfit costs but $1.00
sUM.
food and drugs. It is beneficial both
is sold by L. L. Elgin, under to the public and to the conscienand
Hopkinsville,
and
C. H. Bush, of
guarantee to refund the money if it tious manufactur, r. Ely's Cream
Letcher R. Fox are attorneys for does not give satisi action.
Balm, a successful remedy for cold
in the the head. nasal catarrh, hay
fever, etc., containing no injurous
druge,
meets fully the requirements
Preference
Has
the
Chamberlain's
suddenly
As
sea
temperature
weather
approaches
stormy
When the
of the new law, and that fact is
falls there is a storm coming from birds fly inland, seeking food; wild
Mr. Fred C. Hanrahan, a promiprominently stated on every packfowls leave low, marshy ground for nent druggists of Portsmouth, Va.,
the south.
age. It contains none of the injurthe past six years I have
The local lodge of Odd Fellows are ous drugs which are required by the
When the temperature suddenly higher localities. Frogs are unusal- S tvs: "Forrecommended
Chamber- making big preparation for celebrat- law to be mentioned on the label.
s )id and
rises there is a storm forming north ly noisy before a rain and sheep hud- 1-tin's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Hence you can use it safely.
dle together before a storm. Cattle remedy. It is a great remedy and ing the eighty-ninth anniversary of
of you.
one of the best patent medicines on the organization of the I. 0. 0. F
The wind always blows from a re- draw near the barns or sheds.
Attention, U. C. V
market. I handle some others lodge in the United States.
the
A rising barometer foretells less
gion where a storm is in progress tofor the same purposes that pay me a
The celebr'don will take place at
wind or rain, a falling barometer larger profit, but this remedy is so
ward a region of fair weather.
Members sf Ned Merriwether
tabernacle on Monday night
the
Cornulus clouds always move from more wind or rain. A high barome- sure to effeet a cure, and my custoCamp 241 are requested to meet at
a region where a storm is in progress. ter indicates fine weather, low bar- mer so certain to appreciate my rec- May 4. The speaker of the occasion office of Hunter Wood
Son on
ommending it to him that I give it will be Mr. Newton Beers, an orator
When cirrus clouds are moving rap- ometer bad weather.
Saturday
May
2,
1908
at
10
a.
m. to
the preference." For sale by AnderIn northern latitudes heavy north- son-Fowler Drug Co. Incorporated. of national reputation, especially in select the route and arrange details
idly from the north or northeast
secret order matters. Mr. Beers
there will be rain within 24 hours,no erly gales occur after the barometer
for the Birmingham reunion June
subject will be the love of David
rises from a very low point; a rapid
matter how cold it is.
Bought Fine Mules.
7th. A full attendance is desire.
and Jonathan, upon which the tenets Hunter Wood Sr.,
W. P. Winfrce
When the cirrus clouds are moving rise indicates uncertain weather. A
of the order are based. Other fearapidly from the south or southwest slow rise, fine weather, A rapid fall
Adjutant
Commander
Joe Hughes bought four fine tures will probably be added to the
there will be a cold hailstorm on the indicates stormy weather.
mules in Hopkinsville Tuesday for program and the event will be a
While a rosy sky at sundown indimorrow if it be in summer, and if in
which he paid $625. This includes most interesting one.
cates fair weather, as well as a gray
winter there will be a snowstorm.
expenses of getting them to Cadiz.
Of course the Odd Fellows will
The wind always blows in a circle sky.in the morning the opposite conHe went to Nashville and Columbia, be out in force but in addition it is
for storm and when from the north dition usually means rain.
Tenn., but failed to find the hoped that enough outsiders will be
Fleece and delicate clouds are indithe heaviest rain is east of you; if it
MURRAY, Ky., April 25.—Acting
character of mules that suited him. present to fill the big tabernacle to
blows from the east the heaviest rain cations of fine weather, with moderunder
the instructions of the Law
—Cadiz Record.
the limit. There will be no admisis south. The wind never blows un- ate breezes. Rolled and ragged clouds
league, Sheriff Edwards
sion charged and everybody will be and Order
less rain or snow is falling within are indications of strong winds.
called Felix G. Ewing over telewelcome.
Dew and fog indicate fair weather.
1,000 miles of you.
phone this morning and asked him
FOR
Whenever heavy white frosts o6cur When the atmosphere near thg horinot to come to this city Monday to
a storm is forming within 1,000 miles zon is very clear, causing distant obPiles are easily and quickly chepk- make a speech. Mr. Ewing denied
ject to appear nearer than usual, it
north or northeast of you.
pd with Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment that he had even intended coming.
A rosy sky at sunset, fine weather; is an indication of rain.
To prove it- I will mail a small trial It develops that the plan was to colbox as a convincing test. Simply
a red sky in morning, bad, weather
Whew small whirlwinds of dust
is quickly absorbed.
address
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. I lect large crowd in town Monday
Gives
Relief
at
Once.
much wind and perhaps rain, a gray form in read or plowed land it is an
not send it free unless and allow Night Rider sympathizers
would
surely
It cleanses, soothes,
sky,flne weather ;soft-looking clouds Indication of heavy showers soon.
Dr. Shoop's Magic to confer and to lay whole thing on
that
certain
was
I
heals and protects
When leaves of bushes and trees the diseased memfloe weather ;hard edges,oily looking
Ointment would stand the test. Re- the, tobacco association. .
sky, firr3 weather; a bright yellow turn in the wind, remaining so, a brane resulting from Catarrh and drives member it is made expressly and
4
painful, bleeding
sky at sunset presages wind; a pale wet seasonor sudden rainfall may be sway a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores alone for swollen,either external of
the gensa Of Taste and Smell. Full size or itching piles
yellow, wet weather ,a greenish tint, expected.
Tba,liad You Hai Always 8001
dean the
56 eta. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid internal, Large jar 50c Sold by
Anderson-Fowler
both wind and rain; small, wateryA moiety moon indicates rain Ocie Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 ets.
Iiimature
Incorporated.
looking clouds. rain:
morrow or after.
at
Elv Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
PADUCAH, Ky., April 24.—The
trial of the suit for damages of R. E.
Hollowell and wife against twentyeight citizens of Caldwell county as
a result of an alleged raid upon the
Hollowell home by Night Riders,
resulted in a mistrial, the jury standing 10 to 2.
Judge Evans said that the case
would be tried again in May and instructed that the jury be selected
out of the city of Louisville.

BIG LIBEL SUIT

FROM THE PINE WOODS,

-1,t4e

WEATHER SIGNS

8

A Reliable Remedy

CATARRH

—of the—

Ell's Cream Balm

McKillip Veterinary
COLLEGE, of CHICAGO,

Office at Layne's Stable.
Ninth Street.

ANNUAL MEETING

ANNIVERSARY

MURRAY SITUATION.

The Racket.

Has returned to Hopkinsvilie,
for the practice of Veterinary
Surgery and Dentistry.

MAY I

;

1 Office, Hopper Block. 1

1

ICU UK
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CONVENTIONS
CAN
UBLI
IREP
THE CURES Of OF SATURDAY FAVOR TAFT. MAY MUSIC FESTIVAL'
SEVERE ECZEMA

To the local public it may be of
some interest .to have the itinerary
in Securing Kentucky's of the great Creatore and his band
I ti cations Are That He Will Have No Trouble
of sixty-five men. From Feb. 1st to
Instructions—Fairbanks Followers Claim They Were Badly
last Saturday night they were at AtMichigan Woman Tells of Her :::•c1::Treated By Those Favoring Teddy's Friend.
lantic City, playing on the Steel
er's Terrible Suffering w:th the
Pier. this week they are at BaltiDisease—Grandchild and Another
more, then to Washington, D. C.
Baby also Permanently Cured.
they drop down through VirThen
27.—
LOUISVILL-F, Ky., April
ginia,
then they play at Lexington,
The latest returns from the state
Ky., May 8-9th, then at the White
shows tliai Taft will have 1,650 votes
in Louisville from May 10th to
convenCity
out of 2,U53 to (A•ganize the
18th, Hopkinsville, Ky., May 19-20tion.
21st, then to Evansville for two
"My brother had eczema three difdays, from Evansville to St. Louis
ferent summers. About the same time
LOUISVILLe, Ky.,April 27.—The
each summer it came out between his
from May 23rd to June 20th from St.
shoulders and down his back, and he said Taft forces scored a sweeping victLouis they go to Chicago for the
his suffering was terrible. He used difof Kentucky to
ferent kinds of medicines that were said ory and the addition
balance of the summer, June 21st to
to be good for that disease, but nothing their candidate's column as the reAugust 29th.
seemed to do him much good. When it
Republican county and
From this you will notice that this
came on the third summer,he bought a sult of the
box of Cuticura Ointment and gave it ward mass convention held thronggreat musical organization, is maka faithful trial. Soon he began to feel out the State Saturday. Fairbanks
ing this tour only in the largest
better and he cured himself entirely
od
with Cuticura and has never been men are contesting tke claim
cities in the country, and the fact
bothered with eczema since. He also make vigorous accusations that
that they will be brought to our city
used Cuticura to cure a hunch over his
pracwere
on
intiminati
and
fraud
bad
so
was
corn
which
eye and a terrible
should be hailed with delight by all
that he could not wear his shoe. A ticed by the Taft men wno is most
Hopkinsville will
music lovers.
lady in Indiana heard of how my daughadministration and
the
had
instance
son
little
her
have the advantage over the other
ter, Mrs. Miller, had cured
of terrible eczema by the Cuticura party mancihery behind them.
cities as given above, as the engageRemedies. This lady's little one had
the proceedings were
Louisville
In
ment here will be in the nature of a
thought
they
the eczema 80 badly that
WILLIAM H. TAFT.
they would lose it. She used Cuticura tumultuous and a number of fights
festival, in which will be used ten
Mr. Roosevelt's choice for the presiSoap and Cuticura Ointment and it occured, no one being seriously hurt
soloists, four vocal and six instrucured her child entirely, and the disease
men, who dency and tin wan who is pledged to
never came back. Mrs. Sarah E. Lusk, however. The Fairbanks in aearly his policies.
mental, which soloists are not car67 Peckham St., Coldwater, Mich., Aug. held separate conventions
ried with the band but are brought
15 and Sept. 2, 1907."
every ward, charge that the police
direct to Hopkinsville, and after the
were used to protect repeaters and
of ne- engagement here they will go to
keep Faitbanks men from the ballot through the use of crowds
their respective homes.
boxes. The Taft men report with groes, led in some cases they claim,
The great problem that confronts
state
Cure for Torturing, Disfiguring
charges that the Fairbanks' men at- by Democrats and in others by
the local executive committee, is
Skin and Scalp Humors.
widespread intimidation officeholders.
tempted
how to build the immense choir loft,
The agonizing itching and burning of
the skin, as in eczema; the frightful scalas to give Creatore and his sixtyso
ing, as in psoriasis;
le. He preached here five men their required 1,250 square
Hopkinsvil
to
the loss of hair and
last sprMg. for only one week it is feet of space, and have any room
crusting of scalp,as
in scalled-head; the
true, but with such effect that many left for the choruses.
This will be
facial dis figu rethe
lose
never
can
him
heard
who
acne
in
as
merit,
done, it must be done, but it will
and ringworm, find
impression of his sermons or forget take some good figuring to work it
instant relief and
the prea,c;.er. He was heard at that out.
speedy cure, in the
that overflowed
majority of cases,
BEGUN AT time by audiences
Prof. Mayo says the choruses are
in warm baths with A REVIVAL WILL BE
the old church so that not a few working out fine, and that they will
anointings
Cuticura Soap and gentle
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
were discouraged in their attempts eclipse the efforts of last year along
with Cuticura Ointment.
for
Treatment
Internal
and
Complete External
to hear him. This year it is hoped this line. The five programmes as
Every Humor ot Infants. Children. and Adults
Skin,
the
that the recent enlargement of the outlined for this festival will appeal
consists of Cutieura Soap (25e.) to Cleanse
and
Cutieura Ointment (60c.) to Heal the Skin.
Chocolate
of
form
the
in
(or
).
(50e
Resolveit
church will afford comfortable sitCuticura
to every one, and not be so high
Coated Pills 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Chem.
&
Drug
PreachPotter
The
world.
Sold throughout the
tings for all who may find it conven- classed that none but a professor in
Rev. L. E.Sellers Will Co
Mass.
Boston.
Props.,
Sole
Corp.
ient to hear Mr. Sellers at any one music could enjoy. They sparkle
ErMailed Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
ing and Prof. J. E. Sturgis Will
time.
with such late successes as the
--AAP-.
Conduct The Singing.
,
.4....dat..2111.4111.4411.411..211.al
Prof. Sturgis is as well known in Merry Widow, M'lle Modiste, Pan
his department of Christian service American, Wonderland, etc.
although without his reputation in
That the festival this year will be
Hopkinsville as is Mr. Sellers in his an artistic as well as financial sucOn next Sunday morning at 10:45 department.
cess is already assured.
He is 0.,e of a dozen or so of
o'clock the Ninth Street Christian
Death Was on Ills Heels
Jesse P. Morris, of Skippers,
doesn't treat his clothes with the
had a close call in the spring of 1906.
consideracion he oughtto in order
He gays: "An attack of pneumonia
to get the most good out of them.
left me so weak and with such a
A suit, if continually worn, w:II
fearful cough that my friends dethen
and
now
up
need freshening
clared consumption had me, and
Take it to the tailor's to be pressdeath was on my heels. Then I was
ed and it will come home looking
persuaded to try Dr. King's New
as good as new.
Discovery. It helped me immediateand after taking two and a half
ly,
We are showing suits from $17
I was a well man again. I
bottles
Call
up.
$5.50
up, trusers from
found out that New Discovery is the
and see samples
best remedy for coughs and lung
disease in the world." Sold under
guarantee at Cook & Higgins drug
store And Cook's Pharmacy. 50c and
Men's Fine Tailoring,
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
Phone 103-2
W 7th St
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The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which

has been
La use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has Len made nn.del his per..
Bona' supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

CUTICURA REMEDIES
PROVED INVALUABLE

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotics
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bow( is, giving- healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Pat Lace,a—The Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS,

Bears the Signature of

WORLD FAMOUS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

ON NEXT SHOO

In Use For Over 30 Years.
lift 0ttil•AU PI COY PAP'Y.

Pianos AND Organs.
R. LC. HARD WICK.
11110•••••••••••••••04100•••••••004

JEFF MORRIS •

•
•
FINEjr
•
!HOES
•
rtpar:r g of all kinds. •
Special
•
Satisfacti-m varqcitt,- ... Shop down stairs in •
N'nit
•
Phoer'Y
1
..•••••••••••••4
ER
MAKOF

Ed. J. Duncan
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The South Kentucky
Buildinii kik Loan
Association

J

(Tncorporated)
Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
invests its funds
Because it
solely in first mort
gages on the homes of the people in this city,and thus avoids
all of tn., risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because all of its loans are
payable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.

H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J.E.McPherson, Sec.

To The Public
Now is your chance to get what
you want. I have on hand some
fresh homemade souse. Try it, its
fine. Come and look at my stock of
•meats, as good as you ever saw in
the city; don't buy common meat
'When the best is the cheapest. Phone
;Tie ,vour orders and I will give them
1my best attention..
Yours, Respt.

A T. II. RICHARDSON.
KILL THE COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

is Softie Free
FOR Couct
413? 0.8 LUNGTrialTROUBLES.

AND ALL THROAT AMU
GUARANTEED S2LTT.sFACTOR
OR BEO1iE7 REFUNDED.
•••..
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PROF. J. E. STURGIS.
church will begin a revival. Rev.
Luther E. Sellers. of Terre Haute,
Indiana is the evangelist chosen for
this service. Prof. J. E. Sti.rgis, of
Butler, Indiana will conduct the
music.
Mr. Sellers needs no introduction

evangelistic singers whose names
are am liar in all the churches of
the Disciples. Prof. Sturgis will
meet the singers of the church for
the first time on Saturday night at
7:30 o'clock.

NA, ORDS ABOUT THE WEED.
News and Notes of Much Interest to All Who Are Connected With the
Growing and Sale of Tobacco.

The largest week's sales of the season and a slight advance in pric,,s
was recorded this week by the local
salesman for the Planters Protective
association. Up to this time the highest price received for tobacco was
$13 but this week the price went to
$14. This is taken as an indication
that the demand for higher grades,
for which there has been no market
up to this circle, is beginning to open
up and from now on ready sales of
these grades are expected.
The types sold ranged from lugs
to medium leaf and the prices ranged
from $7 to $10 for lugs and $10.50 to
$14 for leaf. A total of 143 hogsheads
were sold during the week, this being the first time this season that
the hundred mark has been passed
in any week. Receipts by the association were 470 hogsheads for the
week, or 4, 620 for the season. The
chief buyers this week were W. M.
Hancock representing the American Snuff Co., Nat Dortch representing W. S. Matthews & Co., and E.
M.Flack, the latter filling foreign
orders.

At the Society of Equity warehouse a good week's business was
reported with demand and prices
fully up to the former quotations.
The report of Auditor John D.
Scales for the Planters Protective
association shows that up to April 18
the association had disposed of 6,209
hogsheads of tobacco in the district
and a total of 27,878 hogsheads had
been received and graded. •
-Tobacco all over the dark district
is moving much earlier and more
satifactorily this year than ever before. Usually buying does not begin
before April 1 but this year it began
In February and as a rule the purchases are being made in larger
quantities. Prices are strong, tile
two organizations controlling this
section having no difficulty in disposing of their holdings at the prices
set upon itby the grading committee.
It is already being prediced that the
supply is going to fall short of filling
the demand and that prices next season will go still higher as the crop
this summer will be lessened
ially.

the Presidential Campaign Year
More Alert,More Thorough and
More Fearless Than Ever. Read in
Every English -Speaking Country.

A president of the United States
will be elected this year. Who is he
and who is the man whom he will
beat? Nobody yet knows, but the
Thrice-a-Week edition of the New
York World will tell you every step
and every detail of;what promises to
be a campaign of the most absorbing
Interest. It may not tell you* what
you hope, but it will tell you what is.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established a character for impartiality and fearlessness in the
publication of news, and this it will
maintain. If you want the news as
it really is, subscribe to the Thricea-Week edition of the New York
world, which comes to you every
other day except Sunday, and is
practically a daily at the price of a
weekly.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regular subscription price is only $1.00
pe: year, and this pays for 156 paWe offer this unequalled
pers.
newspaper and the Kentucky New
Era together for one year for $1.65.

Perfectly Trimmed
Hickory Wood Cured

Country Hams
and Shoulders
Forty Shoulders
Forty Hams
Hams 15c Shoulders 11c
Garden Seeds a Specialty
Dressed and Live Hens

J. Miller Clark

Impor:ant Decision.
It is important that you shonld
decide to take only Foley's Honey •
and Tar when you have a cough or
cold, as it will cure the most obstinate racking cough and expel the
cold from your system. Foley's
Honey and Tar contains no harmful
drugs. Insist upon having it. L. A
Johnson & Co.

"JOHNNY ON THE SPOT'
That's E. Y. JOHNSON9

9th Street Tinner, Claud P. Johnson, Manager.
Foley's Orino Laxative is best for
acmild
Its
children.
women and
tion and pleasant teak) makes it
preferable to violent purgatives, When you want Tin Roofing, Guttering and GeneraP:Repairing done
such as pills, tablets, etc. Cures
promptly, and at a reasonable price. Call Cumberland
constipation. L. A. Johnson & Co.
Phone 270 and give us a trial. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CASTOR IA
For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

4

Will sell on easy terms. We have decided to
drop Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines from
our line Will close out what we have on hand at
factory prices.

;

3

MURRAY STREIK. 1/111CIN VOAR COM

Closing Out Sale of

The Average
Man

;

Tr

E. Y. Johnson

Claude P. Johnson, Mar.
9th St., near I. C. Depo
1,4-44e.Cumb. Phone 270.

1_
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Opening of Our New Buggy Sales-Room I
Our Souvenir

Gold Watc

y Sale

A Souvenir Gold Watch to Be Given Free to Every
Purchaser During This Opening.
WNW"

20

.

Spring

20 gan'i; I

Vehicle Ovening Now On
Commenced Saturday, April 25th, and Will Last 20 Days Only
E have just completed our New, Large Buggy Sales-Room, Cor. 11th and Main Sts., three doors above our
present stores. To see this room alone is worth a trip to Hopkinsville, not to say anything about the beautiful stock of vehicles therein. This is the largest sales-room Of its kind in the state. We will exhibit during this
, opening the most complete line of up-to-date vehicles ever shown in Christian county.
4

W

(

A GRAND DISPLAY OF HIGH GRADE MAKES!
OF THE COLUMBUS, MORRIS WOODHULL, TROY, ANCHOR, DELKER AND OTHERS IN CARRIAGES, BUGGIES,
PHAETONS, STANHOPES, RUNABOUTS, PARK WAGONS AND ROAD WAGONS.

l
s
The Best Buggy on Wheels is the Coumbu

Other jobs almost as good are the

4

Woodhull, Troy, Phoenix. Anchor,

Seidel, Delker, Anderson and the Sandstorm Short Turn, the most practical short turn buggy on the market. Other cheaper makes, all of which are first
class for the price, and guaranteed to be as good:as anybody's, are the Jno. Deere, Fisher, Empire, Lion and Park's. More vehicles set up on the floor for
your inspection than ever before shown by any one in this section. We buy all our vehicles by the carload; and we are going to give you ROCK BOTTOM
PRICES. We will save you money, also present you with a Gold Watch.

A Gold Watch Given With Every Vehicle
C
. Just a -word. iThis is not the usual cheap prize watch, but is a Gold Filled Guaranteed Case, ELGIN or 'WALTHAM
MOVEMENT. Open or Hunting Case as preferred. It is an elegant watch and a first class time keeper. It was
selected FROM OUR BIG STOCK OF

High Grade Watches
and it is a watch that any gentleman should be proud to own.

You Do Not Have to Pay a Cent for
This Handsome Watch
business and it is up to you to reap the benefits.
And our buggies are sold at regular and legitimate prices. This:bid is for
this offer holds good.
SEE THE BIG DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOW, and remember the dates

• vp What do you think of this? On top of the above
1
ailroad Fares raid. big offer we are going to give you back your railroad
fares BOTH WAYS on a purchase amounting to $15.00 from points within 20 miles of Hopkinsville, and on a
purchase of $25.00 within FIFTY MILES. Take a receipt from the railroad agent for your ticket and bring it to us.
IF+

1R

Why Po We
Make This
Great Offer
Simply to advertise
our rinlmense line of
vehicles, also our immense store where
everything
almost
you may need can be
found.

Forbcs Mfg.
Incorporated

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

Commenced
Saturday,
April 25
Remember, sale began Saturday, April
25th, and continues
for twenty days.
Don't forget the date
and don't forget to
get a watch.

1 1
Ir40
.
s,'‘

All the news that's fit to print

16 Pages, Section 2

EEKLY NEW E•A.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, MAY 1 1908

OF SHERIFFS TWAIN FARM FORCESIIN LAP OF SPRINGS IN MUSIC FESTIVAL
COUNTY ABUNDANTLY SUPPLIED HAD THINGS GOING THEIR OWN OLD BOSEAS DUMPED BIG PILES
THOSE WHO WILL SING IN THE
WITH HIGH OFFICERS
OF SNOW.
WAY IN CONVENTION
ADULT CHORUSES
Mr. Smith Refuses Formally To Sur,toporp.,

render His Job And Mr. Renshaw Hangs On.

Christian County Taft Delegation Re- For Two Hours The Air Was Full of No Further Names, After Friday
Falling Flakes.-Melted By
fused Admittance.-Worsham NomNight, Will be Admitted to The
.
the
Showers
inated to Oppose Stanley
List of Participants.
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IF IN NEED OF

di*
at

.4.
44.

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,
and Oil Cloth,

la

4.,

air
-0or

Christian county still has two
Yesterday Sheriff Smith
sheriffs.
returned his formal answer to the
demand' made ten days ago by Mr.
Renshaw that he surrender the ofMr. Smith refused to give up
fice.
the office and there the matter rests
for the present. Mr. Smith is doing
'business at the same old stand with
Lucien Cravens and and J. W.Smith
as his deputies. Mr. Renshaw is also serving all papers brought to him
and he has the tax books in his possession. He has been making his
headquarters about the courthouse,
but it is probable that he will secure
a room and open up a stated office.
Exactly what step is to be taken by
either side has not been announced.
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HENDERSON, Ky., April 30.Go to T. M. Jones, and you
We give below a complete list of
'511
(From Thursday's Daily.)
delof
nce
attenda
in
There was a large
sing
to
asked
been
have
who
4
't
will find the lardest and
The thickest snowstorm of the all
egates at the Second district convenmusic festival which takes .ti.
great
the
of 1907-08 fell last night acIt
best assorted stock in
tion of the Republican party and E. winter
May 19-20-21. All who have
place
few
the
to reports made by
T. Franks, of Owensboro. dominated cording
voice should take an interest in
Western Kentucky. If qualwho
were abroad at the time. any
people
askthe meeting and got all that he
undertaking, and kindly -4huge
this
As late as eight o'clock today snow
ity and prices is what you
ed for.
lend their voices on this occasion.
ps
but
on
seen
the
be
houseto
could
from
s
delegate
The contesting
are lookind for, you will alThere are a few good singers whose
se
Christian county, composed of Taft it melted on the ground almost as names are not on the list, and we 4,
ways find both here.
I'
supporters was denied admission fast as it fell. It was not confined are making an effort to get them in
to have
and the Fairbanks forces had every to Hopkinsville but seems
night. After this date no
this by Friday
through
general
been
pretty
thing their way during the entire
more will be admitted to the choin
some
te
and
section
immedia
ks
Fairban
the
seating
proceedings,
ruses, and we earnestly ask that if
localities was so heavy that it
delegates.
you intend to help in this matter,
John C. Worsham, of Henderson, drifted to a slight extent. The snow that you come out to the rehearsal
was nominated for congress to op- began about 1 o'clock this morning tomorrow night. After that time
pose A. 0. Stanley next November, and continued for more .than two the whole chorus can not be held
Main Street
Hopkinsville, Ky.
J. W. McCulloch, of Owensboro, hours. Those who were out in it back for some few who may not be
lam
was elected state committeeman to say that the flakes were the largest able to get their parts. Mr. Mayo is
succeed W. P. Scott, of Hopkins for a time they had ever seen and very much pleased with his chorus
fell in such clouds that vision was
county.
this year, and says they will make
ng
Precedi
ed
with.
great!;'
interfer
ville
Hopkins
of
n,
A. H. Anderso
a very fine showing, when the festiand R. J. Hunter, of Webster coun- the snow was the rain which began val is given. This is very gratifying •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., April ty, were selected as delegates to the about four o'clock yesterday afterthe committee who have had this
30.-A lieutenant and sixteen men national convention at Chicago. G. noon and continued without a let up to
W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
E. B. Long, President.
in charge, and after the great
from the local military company W. McGuire and G. W. Adams were throughout the night, the showers work
festival is given we predict that evleft today for Western Kentucky. selected as alternates.
being especially heavy between ten
ery member of this chorus will be a
Their destination is not known.
The convention was presided over and eleven o'clock.
bit chesty over their comple success. •
Weather Observer Randle reports
by R. W. Slack as chairman and
MissesRoscoe Downes, of McLean, was that his instruments show a rain
Julia Arnold, Minnie Armistead, • We invite your
Capital, $60,000.00
fall for the night of 1.02 inches and
secretary.
Edith Boulware, Lillian Bush, Sara • account as safe
The convention endorsed the ad- snowfall of 1 inch. His thermometer Barnett, Eula Burrus, Ruth Biddle, • depository for
Surplus, $70,000.00
lt registered 33, or only one degree
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n,
ministra
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Dr.
Rev.
Fannie
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your
runds.D
Carrie Biddle,
NEW YORK,
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This bank ranks among the first in the
a reso- above freezing, for the low point
posit your valMargan Dix, rector of Trinity Pro- and Gov. Willson and passed
May Coombs, Graeme Campbell,
state of Kentucky in proportion of
whole
Willson to reached during the night.
uable papers in
Susie Cox, Bessie Carter, Katie May
testant Episcopal parish since 1862, lution calling upon Gov.
lk
to capital.
sin
plus
With all of this unseasonable
and Powers.
Cooper, Rosalie Dagg, Ada Duncan, • our vaultsand one of the city's most prominent pardon Taylor, Howard
weather it is believed that the fruit
Helen Dryer, Lalla Dennis, Allie • where they are;
clergymen, died last night. He was
In SURPLUS There
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damage
seriousl
been
not
has
Maggie Ellis, Kathleen El- • safe from fire
Davis,
81 years of age and was born in this
though everyone is more or less
is STRENGTH
gin, Annie Forbes, Annie Fruit, Pat • and burglars.
city. He was a son of Gen. John
anxious about it. Fruit growers say
GreenFlack,Carlotta Gregory,Etta
A. Dix.
•
that when fruit has reached the
wood, Louise Green, Ethel Gunn,
advanced stage which it " now has,
William J. Hayes Dies at His Home
Daisy Grace, Hettie Grau, Kate
that a freeze is necessary to kill it.
Harrison, Louise Henderson, MilIn Mayfield.
Last night there was no indication
dred Humphries, Myrtle Holeman, •••••••••0411100••••••••••••••••••
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complic
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JohnMary
Jones,
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85%
went to a pond near Longview yes8517i
Jones, Elizabe
Sept...
J. Hayes, died Wednesday morning will probably cause some of it to son, Martha Kelly, Emily Kelly, L. Lebkuecher, F. 0. Lewis, John
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89% 88
88%
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M. Morris, E. S. Melton, Tobe Mor_ terday and besides landing a handat 7 o'clock at his room in Hotel drop from the trees before maturing.
Long, Etta Meisner, Katie McNan
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gan, J. E. McPherson, Dr. R. F. pound, they caught one monster,
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William F. Hayes, who died in
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C. R. Clark, Dr. Crutchfield, Geo. tal clerk, says that so many letters
Fifty Dollar Turkey
shoulder with "A A" and a figure
First Dose Cures.
M. Clark, J. 0. Cook, L. H. Davis, and postal cards are going through
$75.00.
three. Appraised by me at
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CARPET
Department
GROW
This season our stock of Carpets, Rugs and
Mattings has been more than double and the
end is not yet.
This growth has only been possible through
the:valued support of our many customers and
friends,"which we appreciate.

There Must Be a
Reason.
Reversible
Rugs
Are very desirable in
many instances,made
for hard service and
sweep easily; do not
have to be fastened
down. In good colors and patterns,
suitable for living
room, dining room
or bed room.

Crown
Brussels

ORIENTIAL RUGS
HALL RUNNERS, ETC.

In all popular weaves
and patterns.

Oriential Rugs and Hall Runners that are in
every way first class goods—combing the
weave and soft color effect of the imported
rugs at a fraction of the cost. We are willing
to stake our reputation that this rug will win
a home with the people of this community.
Woven in all sizes and colors, seamless.'

Small Rugs $1.50, $3.50, $5.00
and $10
Hall Runners $6.50 and up.
93(12 Room Size $30

Reversible and
seamless. Full room
size.

Heaviest .wei g h t,
reversible and seamless rugs. Will stand
hardest of usage.
Colors and patterns
out of ordinary run.
Full room size.

$15.00.

75c
to $6.50

Window
Shades
To fit any size windows or doors.

35c
and up.

Small
Rugs

$10.00.

Shiroz

Lace
Curtains

Axminster Rugs
tofore. You will
Our showing of Axministers surpases any season here
of the house. The most popfind pattern and color suitable for any room
ular rug of today. We show 35 patterns.

Prices $20, $22.50 and Up
It's Dollars in Your Pocket to Get the Habit of
Trading at Keach's.

Smyrna, Axminster, Velvet, Shiraz,
Oriental and Pilgrim
small rugs, all sizes.

75c
to $10.00.
Curtain Poles
and Fixtures

•
Main St.
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Your Credit Is
Good
HOPKINSVILLE,

KY.

•'
•11".•
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Winfree & Knight

Sale
For Taxes.

Real Estate

•

Use

Here's a big bargain in a fano o'
III.
; about 230 acres shunt. d
• southern bgetuidary or
county with about 80 acres of t:•••
timber, good reeidence,
'
• blacksmith shop, about 5'.)00 sie L
timber, good log wagon, haw. wa, gon, dump cart, binder, Inee er.
First Aid to the injured
. wheat drill, Clay rake,. disk and
smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
FOR
sheller, cider mill and all small
• tools, needed on a farm, also full s9t
'of blacksmith tools, all 4,7o with the
laud at $15 per acre if sold at once.
• The season of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
• now and we invite those who want
AND ALL
to buy or sell to consult this column.
, We have excellent facilities for
, conducting the business and will advertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will furnish prospective customers conveyI wil', on Monday, May 4th, 1908, between the hours
ance to look at property without
cost to them, Come to see us if you of 10 a. m. and 41p. m , at the court house door in Hop" want to sell, it costs you nothing if
kinsvil:e, Ky., sill for cash for state and county taxes: due,
4ou fail.
25c, 50c and $1.00 Bottles.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
thi following lands mad town lots, or as much thereof as
'miles from Hopkinsville on a turnSold and:Recommended by
!pike road.
pay the taxes due and cost. In addition to the amounts
will
i Farm has two sets improvements
L. L. ELGIN
',IN ;two good totacco barns, fine stable listed $1 will be added for cost.
60 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $6,000.
• , A fine farm .of 200 acres of laud
'‘ !within three miles of Hopkinsville
'on a good turnpike. Has a new cot1 town lot 1.32
Stepp, Sina,
46
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
4.46
1 "
Turner, Henry,
necessary
all
and
cabin
stable,
:barn,
1.90
1
Alice,
,
Turner,
NO. 2-COLORED
;outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
1-WHITE.
NO.
4.73
1
Albert,
Torian,
;if desired. Very desirable property
6.
X acre land
Bell Andrew
Boyd, Mrs Sue, n.
=in good neighborhood.
2.74
11"
44
Trice,
Gum,
6.31
15 acres land t;3•00 Bell, Jno,
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hopr.,
4.1
"
1
44
Tom
Taylor,
3,02
Buckner, Jiin,n r h "
44
•4
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road. Carter, R L, for
3.00
1
3.64 Watt, Frank,
h
Clark. Shelby
.This land is good red clay subsoil,
11
24.00
"
212
wife,
2.47
1
'and lies well and is in good condi6.32 Watt, Belle,
1 town lot
Cary, Robt
44
19.10
25
M
J
Dillon,
4.73
'R1
Jno,
,
on
good
Williams
X
mile
tion, fronts about
1.32
44
1 acre land
4:
66
16.74 Fruit. Matilda
2101"
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for Gee, Mrs S V
3.00
44
4.17 Washington, Finis, 1
Horace Ys 4
Fortson,
any purpose.
for
Major, M S,
9.29 Wagner, Alex and
107.58 Goodrich, Jno, 67
14
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon, wife,1 town lot &486 "
6.44
64
1 64
Henry,
6.32
2
44
Gran,
Gordon,
9
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim91:
14
44
"
300
JE,
3.90
64
ber. This farm is fine land with Story,
6.88 Winfree,Ellen,n.r. 1 44
2 it
4.17 Hall, Geo,
44
4 "
3.00
4.
1
Lou,
L6
•
Warders,
good improvements and well fenced Smith, Emma,
4.17
7.14 Hooser, James, X
44
and in good heart and will be sold at Smith, V R. n. r., 1 town lot
6.32
1
14
3.02 Wooldridge,Lewis,
Jameson,Jno,n.r. X
a bargain as a whole or divided into Sypert, Mrs M D,
NO.6-COLORED.
44
1 44
several tracts.
1.32 Jesup, Bowling,
n. r.,
James, h acre land 6.32
Clemens,
3.54
for wife,
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
.
6.32
-WHITE
12 " "
por3
6
2
halls,
Bird,
rooms,
NO.
good dwelling
1.32 Irwin,
Jones, Byron,n.r,
.•
ches, fine new stable, cost s700, new
6.32
1 "
4.28 Johnson, Mack,
Kenner. Albert, 1"
Mrs R J,
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma- Moore,
6.32
"
39
Lucian,
Jones,
6 acres land 1.43 Kennedy, Ben
n.
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
46
if
4.45
87 "
4.17 Mimms, Park
and wife,
- house and coal house. Never failNO. 3- WHITE.
6.44
130 "
5.31. Owen, Henry,
ing spring and cisterns.
3.60 Killebrew, Israel, h
4 townllote
J J,
46
6.46
with
"
36
all
cleared
Nick,
acres
Parish,
70
tract,
4.73
2nd
Littlepage,Anna A 2 town lots
Mary
good frame house and good tobacco Dalin, Mrs
8.59
90 "
346 acres land 15.00 McClelland,Buster,3 acres land 4.17 Shanklin, Robt
E, n. r.,
barn.
44
1 town lot:3.55
4.73 Tutt, C A.
26.36 Moore, Dan,
"
400 acres desirable farming land Herndon,MaryE 100,
acres land 3.65
44
M,61
Mollie
37
Weaver,
4.73 Quarles, Geo and
Montgomery county, Tenn., Jones, J T,
in
l4
2.73
Reuben Rives, 9
heavly timbered, 10 miles from Johnson, 0,
4.84
60 "
4'
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
3.64
22
3.76 Rives, Jennie,
Johnson,Mrs Bell 160"
of
east
6
s
miles
of
2483iacre
Farm
3.55 Wooldridge, Bragg
G N, 127 "
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill King, Mrs
1 acre lond 1.00
and wife,
road, well iniproved with house 13 Meacham, Mrs
1.90
66
NO.3-COLORED
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
All Itching Skin Diseases Which Are
PH.
8 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables, Martin, W C, for
4.73
Anderson,WAtt, X acre
Not Hereditary Instantly Relieved
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 44
28.04 Bell, Jesie,
240
Croley,
6.61
farm
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber,
1.60 Barker, Lander, 22 "
Ay Oil of Wintergreen.
4.17
Is well matured and land is in good Powell, J M, n r, 13",
41,
L4
1.32 Buckner, Bell,
part and under good wire fence.
Phillipps,Mrs. S, 50
1.60
.50
counChristian
in
10
of
D,
land
acres
Ellen
900
Phipps,
3.87
Buckner, Ernest, 12 "
Can Eczema be cured?
44
6.61
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350 Robinson, E H, 70 411,
6.01
Jerry,
Cravens,
Some physicians say "Yea."
46
acres. in cultivation, 650 acres in
1.43 Dulin, Jno. n. r.
80
rsMary
Vinson,M
1.90
2 "
Some say "No."
timber, red oak, white oak, hickory
44
4.17 Gray, Hannah, 25
1.02
ash and poplar. The place is well West, Mrs S B, 100
The real question is, "What is
I.
6.88 Gray, Lou, n. r., 1
watered and productive. Has two Williams, N B, 244 "
1.02 meant by Eczema?" If you mean
a
9.97 Gholson, Mat,
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to- Ware, L E
90 64
4.17 those scaly eruptions, those diseases
14
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses, Young, W M, 110 "
7.01 Gillespie, A W,
4.28 , which make their 'first appearance,
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
4.75 Harris, Thos
lot
town
1
L,
J
Allen,
3.35
74
not at birth but years afterward,
location for country store. This
44
It
4.84 and perhaps not until middle agefarm is underlaid with good coal. A
Jones, Win H,
NO. 4-WHITE.
•6
4•
mine has been operated on it for
4.73 then there can no longer be any
Frank
6.44 Kenner,
year. Will be sold as a whole or Crandell, Mrs M, 1 town lot
44
6.32
160
Lacey, Jim
question that the germs of Eczema
divided.
Callis, E G, Pink3.36
Lucy,
Leavell,
are curable.
4.17
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
ney Campbell, 1 town lot
44
4.72
"
1
1.20 Moore, Bristo
Simple vegetable oil of wintertown on good pike.
Crockett, A P,n.r, 2 " "
44
44
It
3.00 green, mixed with other vegetable
18.39 Marion, Will
Farm of 263 acres well improved McDaniel, Dr R F,1
it
6.46 ingredients, will kill the germs that
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
"
1
Alex
Maxwell,
7.69
IsTorton,W P, n. r, 1
44
64
2.47 infest the skin.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
1
Apply this pre4.84 Roland, Susie,
1
Rogers, J F
44
from
Hopkins12
miles
1.33 scription to the skin, and instantly
7734 acres
Short heirs
Southall, G W,for
44
vine on Masons Mill road.
4.17
The very
Mary,
that awful itch is gone.
4 acres land 1.32 Smith
H L Mason,
•
44
4.73
1
3664, acres on Palmyra road near Veach, E L,
3.66 Tandy, M J,
moment the liquid is applied, that
1 town lot
6l
41
Garrettsburg, Ky.
6.63 agonizing, tantalizing itch disap4
17.83 Torlan, Samp,
Williams,H A,n r,1 " "
41
1.32 pears, and continued applications of
236 acres good red clay land, well Warder. G M,
B,
1.90 Tandy, Annie
2 " "
it
improved, plenty of good timber and
6.16
27
Word, Will,
this external remedy soon cure the
N9.5-WHITE. well watered, 2 miles west of Pemdisease.
broke, Ky.
NO. 4-COLORED.
2.47
Beadle, Mr H A, 1 town lot
We carry in stock this oil of win64
140 acres 6 miles north on L. dr N. Boyd, W 14,
36 acres land 5.31 Buckner, Ora,
2.47 tergreen properly compounded into
1 44
R. R.
4.17
11.67 Bell, Sarah,
1
115 " "
Corbett, Js,
While we
D. D. prescription.
2.46 D.
246 acres good improvements, 7 Davis, G f,
1
Lizzie,
Boyd,
cure all
will
not sure that it
64
4
miles west of Hopkinsville. Price
3.29 are
6.44 Brown, Walter,
1
1 town lot and 111
cases of skin trouble which
$1500.
64
1.90 those
1.90 Bradley, Wm,n. r, 1
Denton,Mrs 5, 80
, we positively know
inherited
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons Lock hart,G L,n.r,1 town lot
3 55 are
3.00 Berry, D W,
1
that.this D. D. D. prescription when
Mill road. Price $750.
1.90 Barker, John, for
70 acres land
E,
M
Mrs
Long,
rightly used, will cure every last
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
44
1.90
2.73! Jno McGlothin 1
Major, W J, n. r, 93 "
on pike.
case of genuine Eczema or other
44
64
1.90
8.71 Blount, Wm, n. r, 1
• 44
Martin,MrsAnn,245
102 acres 2 miles from town.
skin trouble, which did not exist at
41
46
4.73'
'
3.64
75
1
C,
H
r,
J
n.
Nixon,
Rosa,
Bacon,
of
CrofS.
W.
miles
2X
107 acres
birth.
it
44
7.01
1.32 Campbell, Geo,
1
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good im- Pollard, Louise, 1
Anyway you,
We know this.
4'
provements,
1.90
3.30 Dade, Lou,
30 64
1
Philippe, G H
yourself, will know that D. D. D.
64
325 acres 3 miles south of Hop- Reynolds, J C
1.32
6.41 Dade, Fannie,hrs. 1 44
80
ion instantly takes away
perscript
IL
I'
kinsville on pike.
1.32
5.30 Dickerson, Manala,1 4'
100
Simms, J L
itch the moment it is applied to
263 acres 6 miles north of town.
3.00 the
10.30 Fendrick, Wm,
1
Terry, J D, n r 300
the skin. Stop that itch today64
530 acras 2 miles from Fairview, Thurmond, I H, 100
3.54 1 Ferguson, J R,
1 acre land 6.67
of
tracts
finest
land
the
of
one
Ky.,
instantly. Just call at our store and
4/
8.14 1 Flemister, J T,
228
1 town lot 10.46
Taylor, J E,
in Kentucky.
try this refreshing and soothing li44
3.00
1.90
31
r
n
A,
L
1
r,
Teague,
g needed for country buildings, because
n.
Geo,
Gray,
of
south
miles
6
Hopkinsacres
211
ask about D. D. D. Soap. are just the coverin
64
44 •
I.
1.90 quid also
2.49 Gladdish, Bettie, 1
Williams, D G, 78
vine.
they're fire-proof, storm-proof, easy to put on, and last as
L. L. ELGIN.
4.73
1
48 acres 6 miles southeast of HopHord, Bettie,
long as the building itself--come in and see them.
44
NO. 1.-COLORED
1.32
-kinsville, Ky., well improved.
Hendrick, Sallie, 1 14
persons, firms, or corporations
All
44
1.90
6.44 :rvin Jane,
1 town lot
1
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky. Crabbe, Geo
v
are hereby notified not to obstruct
44
6.88
1 acre land
1
Incorporated
180 acres fine land, well improved, Campbell, Tom
5.40 Knight, Jno W,
of water in the ditches
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
3.00 the flow
Fleming,Calvin 20"
6-51 Kennedy. Willie, 1
public highways of Chris44
46 acres 6 or 6 miles from town on Fleming, Joe,
5.32 along the
2 44
1 44
4.49 King, James
county with hedge brush or
66
44
Kirkmansville road, good improve14
3.00 tian
1X
1
Josh
Ella,
Gaines,
Leavell,
5-30
11
ments. Price $700.
1.40 other materials. Any person doing
1 11
Lander, Celia,
and
Warner
Gray,
the
on
city
from
miles
6
64
385 acres
ti
4.73 same will be prosecuted for obstruct1 14
6.44 Lackey, George
4
wife,
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
14
1.90 ing public highways if same is not
1
5.58 Lewis, Ellen,
About 239 acres on Clarksville Harrison, Mollie,137 "
44
44
1.90 removed in a reasonable length of
7.01 M'Reynolds,Carrie 1
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville, Killebrew, C B 73 "
4'
7 44
1.90 time.
well improved, fine land, $66 per Major, Lewis
7.01 Morton, Malissa, 1
'IL
44
W. J. MURPHY,
4.
acre.
1.32
7.86 Mallory, Toredo, 1
50"
Stacy
Morris,
r Christian county.
Superviso
4.73 Road
276 acres fine land on Clarksville Quarles, AnNorman,Dennis,n.r1
timber.
fine
in
acres
44
pike, 135
46
4.17 .w2t
1 44
17.27 Owen, Lacian,
134 4:
drew
44
87X acres 3 miles south of HopCC
3.66
6.E4 Phelps,Jno & wife, 1
Quarles, Abram 25
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber.
44
We invite home seekers from Ken- We buy all trades, we buy all quantities. So don't
3.56
1
Phelps, Jack,
Will and
44
64
145 acres 134 miles south of Hop- Roa`ch,
3.66
tucky to come to St. Francois coun- fail to see us and get our prices before you sell
1
7.01 Payne, Aedrew,
25
wife
kinsville, Ky.
14
5.32 ty Missouri and look at our farm
1
4.98 Penner, James,
2 "
Green
We will furnish you wool sacks at any time.
ti
125 acres on Princeton road, 12 Reese,
s. This county is the home
7.01
propertie
1
H,
J
Quarles,
lot
7.01
1
town
Peter
26
Radford,
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
1 14 44 3.66 of the Mo. mule, the largest lead See. Phone or Write us for prices. Cumb. Phone 26-3.
Roche, Ned,
acres in timber, well improved and Saunders, Ed for
1 11 44 4.73 mines in the world, low taxes, SO
bottom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres
Home Phone 1332.
Sharp, 3i acres limit 1.32 Rollins, Grave,
Am'da
margood
Louis,
64
St.
14
of
South
ti
about 1 ;mile from above tract, 10
64
miles
4.73
X
4.73 Rice, Henry,
.1
acres cleared balance in timber. Torian, Anthony
41
44
46
5.32 ket productive land prices reason32
7.01 Radford, Jno,
Tuck, Bud,
Price $15 per acre.
able. Come and see us, or write for
60 4.6
9.00 Ruffian, C H,for
Tunley, Geo
64
•
4%.
Mt.
25
64
4L
411.IN el* C2
1.32 price list.
1 "
White, Tom
11.57
Sam Gant,
You Have Always BotkiM
Kid
it3
W. A. KENNEDY Real Estate
46
4.17
Dam gi•
1
Walden, John
1.20 Smith, Ben,
HEIRBERT L. HAYDON,
1
near L. & N. depot
wtf
Farmington, Mo. East 9th St.,
s
land
2.78
*Pours
John
1 town lot
Wilson,
2 aci
4.17 Shipp, Bob,

•

Land sale for State and County Taxes for
the year 1907.

Paracamph

4

Aches and Pains
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded.

DAVID SMITH,
Sheriff Christian County.

z
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(ha berlain's

Colic,Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.

'4

t•

ECZEMA NOW CURABLE.

44

•6

44

f

•

It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.

It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.

I‘

-40

This remedy is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years and know its value.

It has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?

••

Nv4.

BUY IT NOW

•

641164r111•6•••••11.111111114414•1
,••••••••••••••
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CORTRIGHT
METAL
SHINGLES 5

.kZ1.3.111:.

•

1115,!.1.71"14%-6.;41

44

•

•

44

Forbes ManTg. Co.,

Hopkinsville, Ky

WANTED
Wool! Wool! Wool!
50,000 lbs

The Hayden Produce Company

-

•

7.

••••

•

I4.

r•• ,
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A. *. WOOD, Proprietor.
-NEW ERA BLD'a, 16 WEST 7TH, ST.
1. C. Underwood, -

- Editor

$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the 13- ostoffice in EL,rkinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year
" three months
,
per week
Weekly per year,
per six months.
•

WOO
1.26
.10
1.00
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Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yeariy advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, ana
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o
Respect, and other similar notices
five cents per line.

Struck J. T. Pickersgill in Abdomen
Causing His Death.
While working at a saw mill near
Haley's Mill one day last week. J.
T. Pickersgill. a prominent citizen
of that section received an injury in
an unusual manner which resulted
in his death Saturday morning.
Mr. Pickersgill was standing near
the carriage that feeds the mill
when a piece of timber which was
being sawed came hurling through
the air from the mill and struck him
in the abdomen. He was at once
removed to his home and medical
aid was summoned, but he died. It
Is said that there was no outward
wound on Mr. Pickersgill's body,
not even a bruise being left. The
injury was altogether internal.
Mr. Pickersgill was about forty
years of age and leaves a widow
Interment took place Sunday.

EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!
Shoppers Will Have Their

Railroad Fares Refunded
lit

At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If you spend $13.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to 23 miles; if you spend
$23.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 50 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any of the followind members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.

The Farmer's Wife.

FORBES MANUFACTURING CO.

PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.

Is very careful about her churn.
(Incorporated)
She scalds it thoroughly after using,
and gives it a sun bath to sweeten it.
She knows that if her churn is sour
(Incorporated)
it will taint the butter that is made
in it. The stomach is a churn. In
Directory.
Court
?stomach and digestive and nutritive
I tracts are performed processes which
CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in are exactly akin to to the churning
June and fourth Monday:in LFebru- of butter. It is not apparent then
vary and September.
stomach churn is "sour"
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon- that if this
which
is put into it? The
sours
all
it
days in January, April, July and
evil of a foul stomach is not the bad
October.
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in taste in the mouth and the foul
April and October.
breath caused by it, but the corrupof his unusual personal appearance
COUNTY COURT—First Monday In tion of the pure current of the blood
and
his queer gymnastic performevery month.
and the dissemination of discovery
ances as he directs the musicians, is
makes the sour stomach sweet. It
a
whole show. But by these self
The press meeting at Cerulean in does for the stomach what the washsame gymnastic stunts he so leads
June will prove one of the most ing and sun bath do for the churn—
the sixty-five men in the band that
pleasant in the history of the asso- absolutely removes every tainting or
they render the most difficult music
"Golden Med- IN KENTUCKY WILL HEAR CREAciation. Cerulean is the most beau- corrupting element.
in such faultless style and perfect
ical Discovery" contains no alcohol.
harmony that Creistore's reputation
tiful resort in the state, and Capt. Its ingredients are plainly printed
BAND.
TORE'S
as
a bandmaster and that of the inPool is sure to make his guests real- on each bottle-wrapper.
dividual players as genuine artists,
ize that the real thing in genuine
is second to none in the wholeworld.
old-time Kentucky hospitality is to
Hopkinsville is the Last On the List Everyone of his musicians is a full
be found nowhere else as it is disblooded Italian.
Chicago
Goes
to
the
Band
Before
Record.
Cerulean.—Cadiz
A floor space of 1,500 square feet
pensed at
Miss Opal Helsley and Roscoe Prowse
is required to accomodate this band,
For the Summer.
considerably
more than is required
M.
May
Dogs have caused Mrs.
Married Saturday.
for
Sousa and his men. Every bit
Sharp, of Chieigo, to sue her husof
this
1,500 feet is occupied too and
The people of this entire section
Mrs. Sharp says
band for divorce.
Miss Opal Helsley and Roscoe
judging
from the volume and sweethave been glad ever since the enbe had no bad habits, and he was Prowse, both of Haley's Mill vicingagement of Creatore and his band ness of the music wiiich is made
pot cruel to her, but he had twenty ity, eloped to Clarksville last Fri- .for the Hopkinsville May Music they are entitled to even more space
day night and were married in that
if they want it.
dogs, and she thinks lie loves them
city Saturday moring. The couple Festival was announced, but when
better than his wife. • .She Says her met by appointment late Friday they realize that this stellar musical
husband spent money on dogs, but night, :both having slipped away organization will appear in only
four cities in Kentucky and not in
did not pay the grocery bill; kept without anyone knowing of it, and
Tennessee at all, before going
sick dogs in the house,when she was while the families slept they made to Chicago for the summer, they
their long journey, passing through
ill, and bathed clogs in the family
will realize more fully what an opHopkinsville en route.
to Have Burned Five Barns.—
is offered them by the Is Said
portunity
bathtub.
The bride is the charming and
He Is Under Arrest.
talented daughter of County Assess- May Music Festival at which Signor
41.4.17SVILLE; Ky., April 28. —
or H. C. Helsley. The groom is the Creatore and his sixty-five musical
A HAPPY SELECTION.
son of Isaac Prowse and a nephew artists will be the center of at- The burning of the barn of Joseph
The outing arranged by the executraction.
Yancey, in this'county, last night,
of JohnP. Prowse, of thisseity.
It is a fact though that Hopkins- led to the arrest of Bill Washington,
tive committee of the K. P. A. for
ville will be one among four cities colored, who is said to be crazy. It
the annual outing or the Kentucky
For Sale.
in the Bluegrass state where this is.now said that Washington has a
editors is indeed a pleasing one in
band will perform. The other three mania forburning buildings and that
every detail. Those who are in a
Two sections of land in the Pan- cities are Lexington, Louisville and
burning of five barns recently in this
position to know, are aware that Ce- handle cheap. Located one ana one- Bowling Green, in order named. .,-kt
section was his work and not that of
rulea,ia Springs, where the business half miles of Hedley or old Rowe, Lexington Creatore will remain for night riders.
Donley county, Texas. One section three days, as he will at Louisville,
meetings are to be held; is an ideal
has 300 acres in cultivation, good, but at Bowling Green he will appear
resort, and the pencil pushers and new two story house well built, barn
for only one night as he makes his
their wives and sweethearts will for 15 horses, well, windmill, tank, way here.
find much to ma.ke,them.happy, and etc. Good water. Will sell sepaIn Hopkinsville he will charm
will be able to forget their vexiiions rate or together. Other sections un- everyone for five performances last- Ben Rinehart Asked For Dismissal
improved, Why stay on high priced ing through the three • days of the
for a while, at least. The 'short stay
land in an unhealthy country when
(of"Doc" Holt at Clarksville.
21.
at Hopkinsville win'be enjoyed, as you can produce as much or more Music Festival, May 19, 20 and
When the hour for the trial arAfter completing his engagement
the good people ofthatl, prfitty little where land is cheay. This land will here he will go
direct to Chicago rived in the ease of "Doc" Holt
of'a bale of where he will remain through the who was arrested on la writ sworn
city never do anything by halves. produce from ;‘ to
out by Ben Rinehart charging him
Last, but by far not }twit is the day cotton per acre or forty to fifty; bush- summer.
Terms:
of
corn.
els
There is no one who has ever with complicity in the shooting
or two to be spent-at the greatest of
cash and balance on loan time heard Creatore and his band Who affray at New Providence last week,
world wonders, the Matnn-otb Cave. with 6 per cent interest For particwill not be doubly anxious to hear F. G. Gilbert, attorney for Rinehart,
—Bowling Green Timies-sJournal.
ulars write, Dr. C. P. Brokaw, own- and see him again, while those who asked for a'withdrawal of the war.
I I
w4t have never heard him should rant, which request was granted.
er, Dalhart, Texas.
thanks
is
due
the
Wisof
vote
A
Rinehart was taxed with the costs
not miss this opportunity.t
Administrator's Notice.
consin professor who says that ;our
Creatore himself,
by
reason in the case.—Leaf Chronicle.
which
-45
feeling
friends
Urea
the
old
All parties holding claims against
comes in the spring is not an acquirthe
estate of Sam M. McKee, dec'd.,
ed virtue but is the result of hereKy., will file same propBolivar,
dity. If it has been handed down to of
us from out forefathers who acquir- erly proven with the undersigned
ed it through much patient endeav- administrator on or before June 1st,
or, anyone can see that we are not to 1908. And all persons indebted to
blame, still, we think more of our said decendent will please settle
ancestors because of this discovery. same at once with the administrator.
PLANTERS BANK & TTUST Co.,
Evidently they were human, reAdmr. Sam M. McKee, dec'd.
marked the Chicago Daily News,
1908.
d3t-wlt
29th,
April
and not mere stern, busy automatons, as we have been taught to beNotice.
lieve, who never relaxed but were
The firm of McKee & Co., doing
busy chasing work throughout the
livelong day and part of both ends of business at Bolivar, Ky., having
the night. Besides, we can the more been dissolved by the death of Mr.
readily resign ourselves to the Sam M. McKee, the surviving partpleasure of being lazy in the spring ner, Kee R. McKee, desires to wind
when we know that we couldn't help up said business as rapidly as possible, and hereby announces and noIt if we tried.
tified all parties interested that any
tr16111.1rink.s,
%11.trtrohlailrwii.rtr"11.01r14
and all persons holding claims
against said firm of McKee & Co.,
shall file same with Planters Bank
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Trust Company, Hopkinsville,
&
A
Eye, Ear, Nose and
Ky., by June 1st, 1908, and all perA sons owing said firm will please call
Throat. Test made free of
and settle same with Planters Bank
Phoecharge for
& Trust Co., or their representative.
, HopBldg., Maila;St
glase.nix
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO.,
Atty. in fact for Kee R. McKee,
surviving partner.
• ; r )'4
d3t-wlt
29th, 1908.
ssillastrosaartrastoirtsaasuSiohlemLas7
.
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ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO.
COOK & HIGGINS

L. L. ELGIN

FRANKELS' BUSY STORE

(Incorporated)

(Incorporated)

J. T. WALL & CO.

THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated)

R. C. HARDWICK
WI A. P'POOL. & SON
BASSETT & CO.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO

ONLY FOUR CITIES
4M11••••• I

:ELOPED TO CLARKSVILLE

A CRAZY NEGRO

.. •

F. A. YOST CO.

PROSECUTION WITHDRAWN

111

nmssimiximmaliii/M/N/1111,41

MORE INDICTMENTS

MURRAY, Ky., April 28.—When
the grand jury made its final report
Saturday afternoon a batch of indictments was returned after which
Judge Cook complimented the jury
on its brave and efficient work. Indictments for alleged night riding
were returned against Felix Wynn,
Dallas Wynn and Arthur Wynn and
five other men not under arrest.
Dallas and Felix Wynn were indicted several days ago on a similar
charge.
El Jones, an alleged captain, and
Josh Cunningham, previously in _
dieted for alleged night riding, were
indicted along with five other men
not under arrest for sending threaten lug letters. This offense is a inisdemeanor.
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 28.—
The First congressional district
seems to be well patrolled. Gov.
Willson has sent Gen. Roger Wilhams, an old soldier, to take charge
of the Western Kentucky squad,
with headquarters in Paducah. The
officials of Trigg county, which is in
this locality, have given notice that
there is no need of soldiers in that
county, and it is announced that no
soldiers will be sent over the protest
of the county judge and other county officials.
It is rumored but not
announced, that Woodford county,
in the heart of the Bluegrass. is to
be the next county to be patrolled
by troops, There was some disturbance in Woodford several months
ago, but it has been supposed that
the troubles there were at an end.

the lines laid down in his previous
message, there is still more to be
done in the same direction.
He expresses the belief that there
is little doubt of the passage of the
measures providing further for recompensing employes injured in the
public :service, regulating child labor in the District of Columbia, giving financial support ,to the waterways commission, for investigation
into tariff conditions preparatory to
a revision, and for financial legislation to meet emergencies like the
recent panic.
Two measures, however, are mentioned as being not so certain of
passage at this session, .and he recommends their favorable consideration before adjournment. One of
these is a bill to limit the power of
injunction and punishment for contelnpt of court in order to relieve
conditions which arise in labor disputes. There is a bill to strengthen
the anti-trust laws, though at the
same time lodging in the executive
branch of the government power to
permit combinations that will benefit the public interest.

•
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OR.KING'S NEW DISCOVERT
WW Surely Stop That Cough.

ANOTHER MESSAGE
WASHINGTON, April 28.- In a
special message to congress the
president practically repeated his
message of March 26, in which, he
urged the enactment of an employers' liability law and certain other
of his pet measures. He states that
while congress has followed his suggestion and passed a bill for the protection of employes, drafted along

Baby Laugh
It belongs to health far
a baby to eat and sleep,
to laugh and grow fat.
But fat comes first;
don't ask a scrawny
baby to laugh; why,
even his smile is pitifu!!
Fat comes first.
The way to be fat is t:-.e
way to be healthy.

Emuisn
is the proper food,
but only a little at first.
All Druggists: 50c. and $1.00.

A Sprain or.Strain

must have immediate attention

7'

Liniment
Sloalvs
is invaluable in an emergency of this kind.

It quickly relieves the soreness and congestion,

;
3

reduces the swelling and strengthens the
weak muscles.
Because of its antiseptic and healing
properties, 5loan's Liniment is the best
remedy known for cuts,wounds,bruises
stinqs,burns and scalds.
PRICE 2511 504 a $1.00.

Dr Earl S.Sloan.

Boston.1 Mass.
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BUSY STORE Railroad Fares Refunded. Get receipt
from your ticket agent
and we'll do the rest.

Rat road Fares ReGet receipt
funded
from your ticket agent
and we'll rio the rest.

Voile Skirts

Nothing in the shape of a skirt has ever met with more popular approval than those made up of that lovely
(wiry mesh) Altman Voile. We do no not allow any other kind to enter into the make-up of our Skirts. We've
supplied ourselves with a magnificent lot in every new model and of every desirable color at
and down

$25 $22.50 $20 $18.50 $15 $12.50 $10.00 $7.50

$5.00

Greatest Suit Sale of the Year
Lot 2

Loll

Loll

Lot 3

Suits up to $18.50 at

Suits up to $25 at

Suits up to $30 at

$9.75

$11.95

$19.85

Program for This Week

\ WITH\ HER MOTHER

Suits up to $38 at

24.75

Exceptional Display of Fancy and Tailored Tub Suits, a special showing of new Arrivals, grandest showing of
Lingerie Dresses, sale of Tailored Suits, sale of Silk White Lingeree Waists.

PERSONALS.
(From Wednesday's Daily).

TROOPERS IN TRIGG

E B. Long, J. 0. CoJk, Dr. E. H.
Barker, Fritz Fallenstine, A. C.
Overshiner, Dr. N. S. West, S. B. AND EIGHT MEN ARE PLACED UNWOULD-BE BRIDE RETURNS TO
Lindsey,Gabe Long, R.J.Carothers,
DER ARREST
HER HOME
Powell Parker and T. C. Underwood returned last night from a
fishing camp on Tennessee river
near Danville, Tenn.
Twelve Warrants Sworn Out Charging
CounWebster
infant
Mrs. Eugene Whitlow and
Party of Elopers From
Conspiracy Among White Peoare visiting Mrs.
Cadiz,
of
r,
daughte
Their
of
ion
Frustrat
ty Take The
ple to Frighten Negroes.
Whitlow's parents Mr. and Mrs.
Plans Quietly.
Duncan, on Walnut street.

WEDDING BELL
(From Wednesday's Daily)

FARMERS' INSTITUTE TO BE
HELD NEXT WEEK AT PEMBROKE

Keith-Brown.
J. W. Brown and Mie38 Ethel
Keith, one of the most popular
INTERESTING PROGRAM ARRANG,young couples of Crofton, will be
ED FOR THE OCCASION
married tonight at 8:30 o'clock at
the residence of the bride's grandmother in that town.
Sharber-Hight.
G. W. Hight and Miss Ellen Sharber, of the northern portion of the
county, will be married this afternoon at 5 o'clock at the bride's home
by 'Squire A. J. Estes.
.

L. O'Nan, of Hopkinsville, was in
the city yesterday afternoon en
CADIZ, Ky., April 2.—Warrants
from Owensboro.—Henhome
route
for twelve white men, employed at
Mrs. Cynthia Sisk arrived here derson Journal,
Furnace,
the iron works at Center
yesterday afternoon at 5:18 and left
out at
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mitchell have in Trigg county, were sworn
on the Dixie Flyer shortly after six
with
charged
o'Clock with her daughter, Miss returned from a visit to the family Cadiz. The men are
Raymon-Cundiff
banding together to drive negroes
Jessie Edens, who was stopped here of Mr. S. H. Ward, at Bolivar.
away
Thomas Jefferson Cundiff, deputy
in the employ of the works
by Officers Witherspoon and Miller
marshal in the United States marMrs. Mary Hatcher,of Todd coun- from the community.
M
.
yesterday morning as she was on
M.
Mrs.
sister,
miliher
of
shal's office, and well known in
Gen. Williams, with sixteen
her way to Nashville with a young ty, is a guest
Fur- Hopkinsville, will be married to
tiamen, is camped near Center
man whose name is Dave McCor- 0. Rust.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Raymou at the
mick where they expected to get
Mr. Hunter Wood has returned nace.
this evening.
Eight of the twelve men for whom Seelbach at 9 o'clock
married.
from French Lick.
warrants were issued were
The meeting between mother and
pp
..
Wright have the
Ford
Mrs.
and
Mr.
here by officers this mornbrought
daughter was cordial and without
returned from Dawson.
anything approaching •a scene.
ing. They are:
J. L. Plumber, Jr., of Newport,
James Aldrich, Jack Aldrich.
The young lady had nothing to say
Jim Bruce,
and the mother did not upbraid the Ky., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Haston,
Evans.
Wm.
Sisk
Mrs.
e,
action.
Mode Ethridg Nick Menedeth,
child for her
Nine Women Consecrate Their Lives
Woods.
to
Ben
is
Woods,
le,
Louisvil
of
Eob
stated that she had no objection
Wood,
Hugh N.
To The Methodist Church.
The trouble has no connection
the marriage except the youthful- visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
VILLE, Ky., April 29.—
LOUIS
ness of her daugher, and that she Hunter Wood.
with the tobacco situation. The
Nine "nuns," or as near that title as
SI
had told her and Mr. McCormick if
warrants were sworn out by Walter
the Methodist church approaches,
Goodwin.
they wonld wait for two years, or
w9re consecrated here Sunday, by
until the girl was sixteen, that she
Bishop E. R. Hendrixs, of Kansas
would give her consent. She said
ed.
Continu
Cases
City. These women in a sense, forthat they had both agreed to this
alleged
against
swear the world, as do Catholic sisAll of the cases
party
the
When
stipulation.
,
Murray
Riders,set for trial at
ters, and pledge their lives to church
boarded the train Mrs. Sisk took her Postal Telegraph Company Offers Night
were continued on motion of the work, either as nurses in the Deadaughter with her, while her suitor,
Free Use of Wires.
defense, until the fifth day of the coness hospitals of the south or as
Mr. McCormick, and Miss Madden
August t4erm.of court. The prosecu teachers in the Methodist schools.
and Mr. Glazebrook, who acorn-1
tion announced ready and made an Celibacy is not a condition.
panted the elopers, secured seats
The following telegram was reAmong those taking the "crown
effort to force a trial.
some distance away.
ceived today by Manager J. Mcveil" were Misses Emma Burton,
The only indication of temper Henry Tiehenor, of the Hopkinsville
...-1 Mary Frankland, Helen Gibson,
"
4m.
shown by the party at the enforced office, from Supt. Arrington:
Stella Womack and Daisie Duncan
stopping here was when Mr. Glaze"The Postal Telegraph-Cable
I and Mrs. Amanda Hewitt.
company will transmit free oa
brook notified Chief of Police Roper
its own lines within the United
that he would hold the city of HopStates telegrams relating to rebalance
the
fra•
kinsville responsible
Miss Pattie Flack to Mr. Alfred
lief of sufferers from the recent
of the railroad fare to Nashville,
cyclone in the south, when such
Hicks Eckles.
telegrams are offered by duly
which they had paid but failed to
ted relief organizations
reap the benefit. Chief Roper told constitu
officers in their offiMr. and Mrs. E. M. Flack
public
by
or
him that no effort had been made to
cial capacity."
announce the approaching
As a result of a conference held
force any of the party to get off the
daughter,
their
of
e
marriag
that
and
train except Miss Edens
here this morning between President
Sent to Asylum.
Pattie, to Mr. Alfred Hicks
renot
was
ville
Hopkins
the city of
James E. Caldwell and General
Eckles.
sponsible for their loss. The party
of the
Rachel McCarty was tried before
The foregoing announcement will Manager Leland Hume,
dined at the Hill house and the
Birk head on the charge of in- be received with unusual and very Cumberland Telephone company,
young men refused to pay for the Judge
sanity. It was not determined what. pleasureable interest in society, and Mayor Meacham, it was agreed
dinners.
caused her. to become insane, nor among the most popular members
As the party made their way to
that the telephone matter should be
was it determined when insanity de- of which are the prospective bride
the depot yesterday afternoon, they
veloped. She was arrested on Sat- and bridegroom. The wedding will made a special order for the midwere the cynosure of all eyes. They
urday on the charge of disorderly take place Tuesday evening at nine monthly meeting of the council to
were accompanied by Chief Roper,
conduct and appeared before Judge o'clock, at the residence of Mr. and be held May 16. At this time rewho saw them safely off on their reYewell Monday. He held her over Mrs. Flack. An announcement presentatives of the Cumberland
turn journey.
to the circuit court on the charge of luncheon is being given this afterwill appear befOre the council and
insanity. The jury returned a ver- noon by Mrs. Robt. L. Woodard,
An Announcement.
state their &de of the case, the
dict that she was of unsound mind. sister of the bride-to-be.
Hopkins
the
to
taken
She will l?!3
...Warcoven will be prepared in a similar
•
Inquirer.
The examination toy graduation in ville asylum.—Owensboro
way,ad it is hoped and believed
•4111.
;
••
Mrs. A. T. Allen has returned
the common schtibl courie will be
Keep yoUr'health by having your from a visit to her mother, Mrs. •0. 'that the—matter will be amicably
held May 8th and 9th.
house screened by Hester Bros.
%
adjusted.
W. Allen, at Garrettaburg.
W. E. GRAY,County Supt.

METHODIST NUNS

STORM SUFFERERS

[APPROACHING MARRIAGE

TELEPHONE MATTER

It" will be Mr. Stanley's subject,
and he ,s well able, from experience
and much study, to handle it properly.
We also expect to have Hon. W.
C. Cook, of Bowling Green, who has
SEGURE NOTABLE SPEAKERS been for many years the faithful
correspondent of the Farmers' Home
Journal, and with whom everybody
wants to shake hands. A1.3o Mr.
A General Invitation Is Extended To Robt. Dulaney, of Bowling Green,
who must tell us how he built pikes
The Public Interested In Agriin Warren county.Mr. J. B. Walkculture To Attend.
er, of our county, will give us the
results of the experiments made by
the United States department of
Preparations for the farmers in- agriculture on his place with alfalfa,
stitute to be held at Pembroke on clover and other legumes.
next Tuesday and Wednesday, May
FIRST DAY.
6 and 6 under the auspices of the 10 a. m. Meeting Called to Ordbr
farmers club of that place are rapidPres. Chas E.Barker.
Rev. W. L. Nourse.
1y being completed and this event Prayer....
promises to be one of - the most ira- Welcome Addrtss Rev. W. E. Mitchell.
portant and best attended which has Response.. Commissioner Rankin,
been held in this region in a long
Frankfort.
time. President Charles E. Barker Why Are We TI.Ud Come Togetl er?
Jeff J. Garrott
has issued the following announceDI
NNSR.
ment and program:
"It gives us great pleasure to an- 1:30 p. m. Corn Growing
.....C. D. Lyon,. Georgetown, 0.
nounce to the farmers of the sur- Tobacco Breeding
A. D. Shamel,
roundiag country that the Pembroke
... Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Farmers, club will hold an institute
and How Should We Have
Why
6th
and
6th
May
at Pembroke on
tIood Roads?
under the auspices of the state board
M. C. Hanna, Shelbyville, Ky.
of agriculture. We have secured Where I've Been and What I've
Seen Since I Met With You Last
the aid of Mr. Joseph E. Wing, of
Joe. E. Wing, Mechanicsburg,
Mechanicsburg, 0., who is not only
Ohio.
a very prominent institute man, but
SECOND DAY.
the most popular correspondent of
10 a. m. Meeting Called to Order
the Breeders' Gazette, published at
Pres. Chas. E. Barker.
Chicago. Mr. Wing needs no intro- Prayer.
Rev. W. C. Brandon.
duction to our people, as he has Our Tobacco Association • What It
Is For and What "i1re Should
been here before, and everybody
.13 on. A. 0. Stanley.
Make It
loves Joe Wing and wants to see History of Warrt,n County's Turnand hear him.
pike Building
...Robt. F. Dulaney, Bowling
We will also have Mr. C. D. Lyon,
Green, Ky.
of Georgetown, 0., who id the faC. D. Lyon, Georgetown,0.
Tillage.
vorite correspondent of Colman's
DINNER.
Rural World, published at St.
Hon. W. C.
Unassigned Topic
Louts. Mr. Lyon is also one of the
Cook, Rural Neck.
most successful institute men in the Unassigned 1 opic...By Member of
country, and it is fortunate indeed
Com'r s. Staff.
•C D. Lyon.
that we have succeeded in getting Short Talk
dates that suit each of these men.
What's the Matter with Clover?
We also will have our commission.. J. B. Walker, Church Hill
er, Mr. M. C. Rankin, and some of
Grange.
his institute men, and we hope to. A Comparison of Our Section of
have Mr. A. D. Shamel, tobacco ex- Country with Others I've seen
pert of the agricultural department
Joe. E. Wing
at Washington, D. C., who will be
especially attractive to our people.
Hon. A. 0. Stan_ey, congressman
from the Second Kentucky district,
will also be among the speakers.
NEW YORK, April 29.—The susMr. Stanley has devoted much time
during his service in congress to pension of Coster, Knapp dc Co.,
legislation for the relief of tobacco brokers, was announced today on
growers, and will be prepareq to tell the New York stock exchange, as a
the farmers much of interest con- result of the suicide of Charles Coscerning his efforts. "The Plantere' ter, a society man and wealthy
Protective association; What It Is broker who had lost the firm's monFor, and What We Should Make ey in speculatia

SAME OLD STORY
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ARRIVAL OF FLEET
After A Trip Around The World Described For The New Era By Judge
Polk Cansler.

6 Pleces"Sanito"Cooking Ware

San Diego, Cal., April 16, 1908. George Boyd, Wes Witty, and many
others living, and the long list of
Editor Kentucky New Era:—
heroes that have answered the last
that
fleet
American
great
The
roll
call, who made up the memberDesteamed out of Hampton Roads
cember 16, lsst, arrived in this har- ship of that company line up in batbor just before 1 o'c'.ock yesterday tle array it would have truly been a
and cast anchor off Hotel Dell Cor- reminder of other days.
Quite an important feature of the
onado, where they now quietly rest
parade
was the drum corps comfourthan
more
of
journey
from the
posed
of
B13% en men with fifes, eight
teen thousand miles.
Soon after their arrival a reception with small drums, and one large
committee headed by U. S. Grant, one belonging to the local posts of
Jr., in behalf of the citizens of San the Grand Army of the Republic.
Diego went out to bid them wel- When I heard them coming to take
come. Later in the afternoon Gov- their position at the head of the
ernor Gillett with his staff and other column of bowed, bent and scarparties of prominence in behalf of worn veterans I looked with longing
the citizens of California, went out eyes hoping to at least see the outIt is the ware you see advertised in all the leading Ladies magazines,
to bid them a royal. welcome to the lines of the forms of Bijah Baldock
especially tkose
and Arie Mathena, who with fife
dealing with the culinary art. It is never sold at retail and you cannot buy it from
shores of the Golden state.
the
manufacturers for a penny less than $2.50 per set and expressage. The great excellence
The party was cordially received and drum aroused the patriotism in
of earthenware cooking vessels over tin or iron is known to all, hut the difficulty
on the flagship Connecticut by Ad- so many Christian county boys by
has always been the increased cost of the earthenware. By using Sanito earthenware
miral Thomas and staff. Before playing "The Girl I Left Behind
cooking
vessels you secure the very best results, the food will not burn or stick, there is no
leaving the ship the governor made Me," and other popular tunes of
danger
of ptomaine poisoning and no odor remaining in the vessel.
an appropriate address assuring the their day, but alas, they did not
Sanito ware, produced by a skillful blending of clays, is mechanically perfect, of
commander and his men of his ap- come in sight. Like the hundreds
One
Cooking
Kettle,
convenient sizes and shapes for all ordinary purposes. Sanito will cook food evenly and
preciation of the courtesy extended and thousands of others who figured
Capacity 4 quarts
without burning it. It has an inside lining burnt right into the clay, which is absolutely
to his people, and as he was leaving in that great drama, they to have
answered
the last roll call.
acid proof, and never cracks nor scales. You can cook anything from strawberries to
the ship a salute of seventeen guns
Comparatively few, under the
cabbage in Sanito without one kind becoming tainted or discolored from what proceeded.
was fired in his honor.
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and thLusands of progressive housekeepers use it exLast night the whole fleet was il- Providence of God, have lived to see
clusively. Its cleanliness and wholesomeness makes it especially valuable in preparing
luminated apparently in a blaze of a parade of soldiers in which the
food for the sick, while for all general cooking purposes it should displace unwholesome
electricity with a search-light sway- commanders rode in automobiles
and dangerous metal vessels.
ing to and fro from each ship, to- instead of on foaming chargers, the
T.ie fact that Sanito is a non-conductor of heat makes it more economical to use than
gether with the most brilliantly il- autos being only reminders of the
other ware. It retains heat much better than metal. It will be particularly welcome in
luminated city I ever Tv was cannons and caison wagons that
homes where the difference between "cooked" and "well cooked" food is appreciated.
viewed from elevated points by the formerly constituted part of the line.
Tao fleet will be entertained until
many thousands admirers from 6:30
One Cooking Kettle,
the 18th, when it will weigh anchor
to 11 o'clock.
Capacity 2 quarts
Had I the time and space I would and sail out into the open sea for
fall far short on suitable words with San Francisco stopping in divisions
which to attempt to describe the at a few points on the way.
To every person who subscribes to the Weekly New Era, paying $1.00 for one year in
naval parade that took place this afToo much cannot be said in praise
advance and 98c for expressage and packing charges, we will give ABSOLUTELY FREE
[ j
ternoon. Headed
by
Admiral of Uncle Sam's splendid fighting
a full set of this $2.60 ware—the genuine Sanito.
•
Thomas and staff with many of his machines and the men in charge of
To every person who is now taking the New Era and who pays up all arrearages, if
subordinates of high rank, and them. A look at them ought to
any, and one year in advance and the 98c for the expressage and packing charges, we
with James W. Gillett, governor of make any one feel proud that he is
will give a set of Sanito.
One 2-piece Self-Basting
California, and staff, and other an American citizen. San Diego is
Orders given to agents will notbe accepted on this offer—everything must come direct
Roaster, full size.
prominent officials, both civil and a splendid city of about forty thousto this office. We are making an unusual concession in offering this ware and cannot afmilitary, all of whom occupied seats and people with excellent prospects
ford to pay agents' commissions too.
in thirty-five large auto care of the of doubling her population within
Every set comes packed in a separate box and we have a supply on hand, so that
latest and most complete style, fol- the next decade. Her people justlar
when your order is received it can be delivered promptly.
lowed by the California state guards boast of the finest climate, and the
and more than 5,000 men from the most complete naval harbor in the
One Bake Pan, capacCall at Our Office and See Samples.
sixteen battleships with several world.
ity 2 quarts
U. S. Grant, Jr., resides here, and
hundred veterans of the civil war,
is
having erected "Hotel U. S.
together with some fraternal organizations, it was easily pronounced Grant" in honor- of his illustrious
the greatest naval parade that ever father. The hotel is eight stories
took place on American soil, or per- and covers nearly an entire square
haps in the world's history; and in in the heart of the city. Mr. Grant
One Bake Pan, capacthis connection I must not forget to reminds one very much of him who
ity 1 quart
say that I had the privilege, the was great in war and great in peace,
pleasure and honor of numbering and seems glad to shake the hand of
one with a "big 0," in the ranks of any one who took part in the ordeals
ammommomomasammumast
the Grand Army contingent. The through which this country eassed
splendor of the whole occasion in- with his father as leader nearly half
spired me with new life for the time a century ago.
My wife and daughter and I have
and I was able to keep step to the
our visit to this part of the
enjoyed
tap of the drum as closely as in the
dark days of the sixties, and could Golden state, and now that the
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
I have heard amidst the great clam- great drawing caid that brought s
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
J. E. Spicer,
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
or the voice of my lamented Cap- many thousands here has been L. B. Ray et al
Against
in
a
will
few
Equity.
thrown,
we
days
reCompany
Garland
in
"Fall
Jones' Admr.etal.)
holler
tain Fruit,
against
equity
T. W. Long, Adinr. &c.
Against
journey
leng
the
where
we
trace
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top prices either in seed or money.
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Attractive Spring Merchandise at Very

Special Prices
The otters made below represent best values procurable on new spring merchandise. Everything exactly as described and priced
The exaggeration of values by some merchants borders on the ridiculous. Price alone does not make the value. It must be backed up by
quality. Scan the columns of this paper and make a note of the "great bargains," look them up, then come to our store and see the difference.
You will have confidence in us, if not in the other fellow.

-

These goods go on sale sale Saturday morning,May 2nd, and sale continues
for two weeks only. Remember the place_

Goods here advertised will be sold
for cash only. No cards punched on
goods advertised.

BUSY- STORE

are members of the Hopkinsville Merchants' Association, and we propose to pay
railroad fares for shoppers within a radius of 50 miles of Hopkinsville. Here is the plan.
Get a receipt for y our ticket frcm your agent, bring i t to us and on purchase of $15 we
will refund your .ailroad fares up to 25 miles. Buy $25 from us and we will refund your fares up to tO mi!es. No ri strictitn to this I ring your receipt and it viil be
good irn all of our departments. Fares refunded both ways.
•

Free Transportation Offer

ITi

opular Dress Goods!
Underpriced

89c

98c
95c
7
50r20
1 1565

.

stripediromris.u50itings,
c
tone
ltoutei

Half Price

Single and double breasted Blue
Serge suits, former price 12.50 now

Lot No. 41

9

Lot No. 5!

vci. Extra Good 34 inch
Back Taffeta Silk, Heavy
Lustronit, Rustling quality
went' $1.2i. Special price 76c yd

Lot No. 6!
41 pair Odd Pants, out of suits.
Worth 4.00 and 4.50, go in this sale

;
,̀iIiti5,,,fi:i7r:s in Stripes
Cheeks, Reduced from $1.00.
piece '
il\e
n ti!i Fancy
Silk.
st.ig
Monotone
Strips, and Dots 19 to 21
Inches wide, Reduced from $1.00 yd.
pieces New Fancy
Silks, in Stripes and Dots,
yd 20
and 21 inches wide,
C 19
Special price 43c yd.
yd. 10 pieces Colored Dots,
Striped and Checked Wash
Silks, Worth 39 and 50c yd.

79 (L!itiE
4
I9c

yd. Very Heavy 36 inch
Black Taff-4a Silk, Rustling
from
quality, Reduced
$1.36 yd.

The
36
ti iZusttChPt4
1 tBlack
i'(i
linrTaffetaSiik,'Wear
Guaranteed," Reauced from $1.50.

73c
79c
85c
45c
I7c
25c

pants,

At $3.69

At $2.25

49c
6c

Men's Furnishings

1

yd good quality 36 inch wide
Domestic worth 10c
Ia
yd best quality Masonville
Bleached Domestic worth
121,6c

1

good quality yard wide
9 Brown
4.0
yd
Domestic worth 64

23C
25c
21

yd Pepperell 10-4 Brown
Sheeting.
yd Pepperell 10-4 Bleached
Sheeting.

C Pepperell 9-4 Brown Sheeting.

Sheets, Pillow Cases

At $7.50
37 pair medium weight
former price $6.00,

lc

Ready Made

20 odd Coats and Vests out of Hart
Schaffner & Marks' suits,

yd. Good Quality 19 inch
Colored Taffeta Silks,white,
and a variety of colors,
Reduced from 65c.

79c
75c
98c
$12/

2c

$10.00

Silks!

yd. Best 27 inch wide colord
Taffeta Silk, Heavy good
quality and/worth $1.00 yd.
Special sale price 7tic yd.

yd good quality fast color
0C Percals worth l2
yd best quality yard wide
Cambric Percales worth
-15c

Lot No. 3

20 per Cent Discount, 1-5 off, all Wool Dress Goods
from $1.75 to $3.30 yard

Silks!

yd 20 pieces beautiful plaid
and ccke fZ
ie
oripI5rcGingham reduced
yd
50 pieces A F C & Toile Du
Nord Gingham worth 15c
All colors mercerized linen
finish Cham brays wor t h
1*4

yd best quality Amoskeag
Apron Gingham worth 8;
,
3

1-3 Off

Yd Herringbone Serges,
Voiles, Shadow Striped
Taffetas, Panamas in
Black, Brown, Blue, Tau and Cream
reduced from $i.50 yd.
I • I

I C
7C
I

17 fancy Cas. StlitS, fall weights,
sizes 33 to 38, former prices 15.00 to
16.00, in this sale at

95c

MonoY c_ i 5 piecesStripedd
tore111
s
dN
u ifetivngs

0

Lot No. 2

75c

_

5C
0C

23 medium weight suits, consisting
of fancy Cassimere and Worsted,
ranging in price from 12.50 to 22.50at

3

sstripreed7 pieencleisecIT osvueilttiyng

[Splendid Wash Goods

Lot No. I

68c

Ca
5Cduced from $1.00 and $1.25
Plaid
MPc=icle1Zi 7)redd
Incid 9
%it' ings,reduced from 75c &UM
Yd, 10 pieces New Monore
!
I

rciolhing

Wool Batistes and Crepsecula , 88 inch wide in Blues,
Green, Brown, Tan and
Grey, reduced from 85c yd
n Wool
i ne hBeastsisi., tiedseanNdaPy
v anB
aruts
38
Li ,2openhagen, Brown, Tan,
Lt Blue, Pink and Cream, reduced
from 50c yd. .
Yd, Take Pick and Choice
of any of our Plain Wool
dress goods, consisting of
all this season's new weave in black
and colors, reduced from $1.00 yd.
Serges,
Yd, Panamas,
Voiles, Shadow Striped
Taffetas, in Blacks, Brown,
Navy Blues,Copenhagen Blues,lans
and Creams. reauced from $1.25.

inch
e-i
w
Yi!de Ll8riect 4
Itlot /V8o
Light Weigh
Dress Goods in Shadow
Plaids and Checks, reduced from
$1.26, $1.50 and $1.75 yd.
Yd,5 pieces 54 inch fancy
checked Worsted and Panama Suitings, reduced from
$1.50 yd.
Yd, 3 pieces fancy Mohair
Suitings, this spring's new
creations,reduced from $1.25

We

AT REDUCED PRICES
43c t‘
seegni
'isgeecr3,im
rtsch
weocrkth Muslin

each, size 81x90, Shamrock
linen finish bleached rt adymade sheets, reg. price 85c•
each, size 90x90, Mohawk
bleached hemmed sheets,
regular price $1.00
each, Mohawk hemstitched
bleached sheets, size 81x90,
regular price $1.00 each.
each, good quality unbleached hemmed sheets;
regular price 60c.
each, 3 for 50c, linen finish
pillow oases, size 42x38,
regular pribe 20e.
each, hemstitched pillow
cases, size 42x36, worth 30
cents.

Table Linens
At a sacrifice. You can save money
by buying now-25% discount or
off.
25c Turkey Red Damask
35c Bleached Damask
44
44
40c
14

64

50C

19c
26c
30c
38c
49c

64

64

46

•4

56c

1.00

44

46

1.25
1.36
1.50

64

44

The
96c
1.01
1.13

66c
75c

44

44

.4

46
•.

NAPKINS AT ONE-FIFTH OFF.

Hats, Men's or Boys'.

„ Men's attached collar and cuff
shirts, worth 75c.
„ Men's colored pleated bosom
U shirts, att. cuffs, worth $1.00.
ff Any Man's or Young
n Man's white or fancy vest

49
.F

$3.00 Soft, Cass or Stiff Hats $2.25
64
44
2.50
"
"
1.88
64
2.00
1.50
44
.4
1.50
1.13
44
1 25
.94
1.00
.76

1_4 o

SPECIAL.
Panama hats, 5 dozen only, fine
one-piece Panama Hats, usually $5,

Special $3.00

1.11111=1111.11111111111111111111011=INIE
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Ladies and Men's Shoes and Oxfords Reduced
Lot No. 4

Lot No. 1
16 prs odds and ends Men's patent kid
Oxfords. Florsheim's and 'Nettleton's
Price 14:5.00, now

9 pairs Fiorsheim's all patent kid
B licher Oxfords, on "Pique" lasts,
worth $5.00, now

$4.00

$3.00

Lot No. 5

•Lot No. 2
Four pairs Men's Kid Oxfords, sizes
1
2 and 10
/
2, 7/
61
Worth $3.00, now
11

Lot No. 7
49 pairs odds and ends ladies fine kid
Oxfords, B and C Widths, sizes 2 to 6,
Former prices $2 to $3

I5c

$4.00

Lot No. 8

$1.00

Railroad Fares Free

r

Lot No. 6
25 pairs Laird & Sehober:s fine kid
Oxfords
Worth 3.50, now

$1.75
Railroad Fares Free

On purchases cot $15.00 or over within a radius of 25 miles. On purchases of $25.00 Or over within a radluf; of 50 miles. Get a receipt from
your ticket agent and we do the rest.
1
1 ,21

115 pair Ladies fine kid Oxfo(ds in
turns and Mackays, up-to-date styles,
worth $2.50 and $3.)0

$1.50

;9 pr odd and ends Florsheim shoes,
54 pairs ladies kid Oxfords heel and
in lace and blucher. sizes 5 to 10, B C low heel, C aad D width, sizes 2 to 7,
and D, good style last, worth $5, now
Former price $2 to 3.50 .

$1.50

•••••••

Lot No. 3

On purchases of $15.00 or over within a radius of 25 miles. On purchases of $25.00 or over within a radius of 60 miles. Get a receipt from
,
your ticket agent,,, nd we 411o.thArIvat..7 • ) ..;„;

•

-rares Refunded Both Ways

BUSY STORE

Fares Refunded Both Ways

